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City Government of Portsmouth
J902— 1903.
Hon. JOHN PENDER, Mayor.
WILLIAM E. PEIRCE, City Clerk,
JOHN LAIGHTON, Auditor.
ALDERMEN.
Ward I— THOMAS G. LESTER.
FRED L. MARTIN.
FRANK W. KNIGHT.
Ward 3 — CHARLES E. BAILEY.
W^^LLACE D. SMITH.
GEORGE A. WOOD.
Ward 3 -ALBERT H. ADAMS.
Ward 4—EDWARD H. ADAMS.
ARTHUR H. LOCKE.
Ward 5— HERMAN A. CLARK.
COMMON COUNCILMEN.
JOHN N. GOODALL, President.
HOWARD O. NELSON, Clerk.






Ward 2 -^LAURIE D. BRITTON.
JOHN N. GOODALL.
DANIEL A. McINTIRE.
SYLVESTER F. A. PICKERING.
ISRAEL H. WASHBURN.
JAMES A. McCarthy.
Ward 3— DANIEL J. SCOTT.
CARLISLE CLARK.
Ward 4— GEORGE E. COX.
RALPH L. HANSCOM.
W^ard 5— CHARLES G. ASAY.
GEORGE L. HERSEY.
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.
On Finance— The Mayor, Aldermen Bailey, E. H. Adams,
Smith; Councilmen Clark, McCarthy, Stackpole,
Accounts— Aldermen Smith, Locke, Knight; Councilmen
Margeson, Hersey, Scott.
On Engrossing Bills— Aldermen Martin, Clark, Bailey;
Councilmen Tucker, Britton, Cox.
On City Lands and Buildings— Aldermen Locke, Lester,
A. H. Adams; Councilmen Washburn, Manent, Scott.
On Streets^ Roads and Bridges— Aldermen Wood, E. H.
Adams, Clark ; Councilmen McCarthy, Clark, Hanscom.
On Fire Department— Aldermen Bailey, A. H. Adams,
Martin; Councilinen Stackpole, Newman, Hepworth.
On ScJioolhouses— Aldermen E. H. Adams, Wood, Les-
ter; Councilmen Newman, Mclntire, Cox.
On Claims— Aldermen Clark, A. H. Adams, Wood ; Coun-
cilmen Hepworth, Pickering, Asay.
On Printing— Aldermen Martin, Bailey, Clark; Council-
men Manent, Britton, Hanscom.
On Burying Grounds— The Mayor, Aldermen, Common
Councilmen.
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF AI-DERMEN.
On Bills on Second Reading— Aldermen E. H. Adams,
A. H. Adams, Knight.
On Enrollment— Aldermen Locke, Martin, Clark.
On Police— Aldermen Smith, E. H. Adams, Wood.
On Laying Ont^ Wideiiing Streets and Repairing Drains
— Aldermen Clark, Bailey, Lester.
On Street Lights— Aldermen Knight, Clark, A. H. Adams.
On Public Library— Aldermen Wood, Smith, Locke.
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE COMMON COUNCIL
On Electio7is— Councilmen Asay, Tucker, Cox.
On Bills on Second Reading — Councilmen Pickering,
Newman, McCarthy.
OFFICIAL ROSTER.
City Treasurer— Edwin B. Prime.
City Messenger— Robert M. Ilerrick.
Collector of Taxes— James L. Parker.
City Physician— Charles W. Hannaford.
Superintendent of City Parm— John W. Shannon.
Street Coin7nissioner— John F. Willey.
Inspector of Plumbing— Ernest L. Bogart.
Inspector of Petroleum— Burpee Wood.
Health Inspectors— Charles W. Hannaford, Lemuel Pope,
Jr., Herbert O. Prime.
Harbor Alaster— Charles A. Wendell.
Port Wardens— Herbert O. Prime, George T. Vaughan,
William P. Pickett.
Lot Layer— A. Coburn Hoyt.
Keeper of Powder Magazine— Samuel Diamond.
Sealer of Weights and Measures— George B. Chadwick.
F^cnce F/^7t'(?r5— Thomas Entvvistle, Abram S. Waldron,
Nathaniel K. Raynes, Elvin Newton, George R. Rose,
George H. Carlton, George B. Wallace, Charles G.
Fernald, Winfield S. Lord, C. Dwight Ilanscom.
Inspectors of Flojir— Henry A. Yeaton, Arthur E. Free-
man, Daniel Mclntire, William J. Harrison, Edwin W.
Berry, Charles E. Leach, Jr.
Weighers— XxW\nx W. Walker, William P. Pickett, Gard-
ner J. Greenleaf, Charles W. Gray, Herbert O. Prime,
John A. Meloon, Hiram F.Williams, John E. Dimick,
Abram S. Waldron, Frank C. Langley, John E. Milton,
Flagg F. Grant, James Crowley, George Roghaskie,
William Y. Evans, Harry Furbish, Wellington Allen,
Richard E. Roberts, George E. McLitosh, Jr., Ellis
Webb, C. E. Hodgdon, W. C. Frost, W. S. Abbott,
Frank H. Grace, Charles E. Walker, M. C. Gould.
Surveyors of Lumber— Yr^nV Sides, Thomas E. Call, Ben-
jamin M. Parker, Howe Call, William D. Varrell, Rich-
ard T. Call, VV. Y. Evans, Robert I. Sugden, Everett N.
McNabb.
Measurers of Wood— Arthur W.Walker, diaries E.Walker,
William P. Pickett, James M. Salter, Benjamin M. Par-
ker, James S. Wood, Hiram F. Williams, Richard T.
Call, Clarence B. Canney, Edmund F. Furbish, N. C.
Frost, M. C. Gould.
PORTSMOUTH WATER WORKS.
Co?nfnissioncrs — Jeremiah A. Farrington, term expires
May, 1905; Samuel W. Emery, term expires May,
1904; Arthur C. Heffenger, term expires May, 1903.
Superintendent— Frank J. Philbrick.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Chief Engineer— John D. Randall.
Assistant Engineers— ^-AXhiin F. Amee, Major S. Lang-
don, Francis H. Hersey, Lorenzo T. Burnham.
Clerk— Henry P. Payne.
Superintendent of Fire Alarni Telegraph — William M.
Ballard.
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Cofntnissioners — John E. Dimick, term expires April 2,
1907 ; Alfred F. Howard, term expires April 2, 190=;
;
John J. Laskey, term expires April 2, 1903.
justice of Police Court— Samuel W. Emery.
Associate Justice of Police Court— Edward H. Adams.
City Solicitor— Charles H. Batchelder.
City jSIarshal— Thomas Entwistle.
Assistant Marshal— Michael Hurley.
Captain of Night Police— Frank E. H. Marden.
Police Officers— Henry B. Holbrook, Michael Kelley, Wil-
liam H. Seymour, William H. Anderson, Lamont Hil-
ton, James F. Shannon, George E. Robinson, James A.
McCaffery, Charles Qiiinn, George H. Ducker.
ASSESSORS OF TAXES.
Chairman^ Joseph H. Gardiner; Secretary^ Arthur L.
Gould
; Joseph W. Marden, Thomas R. Martin, James
A. N. Rugg ; Warren P. Webster, Simon R. IMarston,
Bartholomew Mahoney, Charles E. Leach, Fred C.
Young.
Assistant Assessors— Arthur L. Gould, Hanson W. Seavey.
SINKING FUND COMMISSIONERS
Wallace Hackett, term expires July i, 190^; Frank L.
Pryor, term expires July i, 1904; David Urch, term
expires July i, 1903.
OVERSEERS OF POOR.
Chairman^ Ex- Officio— Mayor John Pender.
Ward I, Joseph W. Akerman ; Ward 2, Edward S. Downs;
Ward 3, Patrick Connors; Ward 4, Stephen H. Good-
win; Ward t;, Nathaniel H. Lear.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
Chairman^ Ex- Officio— Mayor John Pender.
Secretary Henry C Morrison.
Superintendent of Schools— Henry C. Morrison.
Term expires August i, 190^ — Calvin Page, Charles E.
Hodgdon, George W. McCarthy, George W. Pollard.
Term expires August i, 1904— Lucius H. Thayer, Fred L,
Martin, Samuel W. Emery, Ceylon Spinney.
Term expires August i, 1903 — John Pender, Richard I.
Walden, Sherman T. Newton, Edward H. Adams.
TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LIBRARY.
President^ Ex- Officio— Mayor John Pender.
Member, Ex- Officio — President Common Council John N.
Goodall.
Edward P. Kimball, term expires June, 190^ ; William C.
Walton, Nellie F. Peirce, term expires June, 1904; Dr.
A. B. Sherburne, Emma J. W. Magraw, term expires
June, 1903.
Treasiirer— Charles A. Hazlett.
Librarian — Robert E. Rich.
BOARD OF REGISTRARS OF VOTERS.
Ward One — Lorenzo T. Burnham, Willis B. Mathes, Albert
H. Entwistle.
Ward Two — Willie F. Weeks, Herbert B. Dow, Henry O.
Batten.
Ward Three— Thomas A. Moran.
Ward Four— Joshua M. Vaughan.
Ward Five— Daniel J. Lynch.
WARD OFFICERS— SELECTMEN.
Ward One— Charles H. Colbeth, Albert M. Pray, Elisha B.
Newman.
Ward Two — John W. Prior, John (j. Tobey, Jr., Charles
L. Smith.
Ward Three — Frederick E. Henderson, Daniel Collins,
Edward Pendergast.
Ward Four— Herbert C. Wallace, Howard E. Spinney,
Charles F. Tucker.
Ward Five— Augustus N, W\41s, Dennis McGrath, William
II. Hempshire.
MODERATORS.
W^ird One — Joseph R. Curtis ; Ward Two — John K.
Bates; Ward Three— William H. Aloran; Ward Four
— John Parkin; Ward Five — John Long.
WARD CLERKS.
Ward One— Guy E, Corey; Ward Two— Charles H.
Batchelder; Ward Three — Peter F. Butler; Ward
Four— John W. Newell; W^ard Five — W^illiam H,
Phinney.
Mayors of the City of Portsmouth.
[The original charter of the city was adopted by the inhabitants Aug. 21, 1849.
Hon. ABNER GREENLEAF,
Hon. JOHN LAIGHTON,
Hon. CHRISTOPHER S. TOPPAN,
Hon. HORTON D. WALKER,
Hon. RICHARD JENNES.S,
Hon. ROBERT MORRISON,
Hon. JOHN R. REDING,
Hon. WILLIAM SIMES,
Hon. JONATHAN DEARBORN,
Hon. JOHN H. BAILEY,
Hon. JONATHAN DEARBORN,
Hon. frank JONES,
Hon. JOSEPH B. ADAMS,
Hon. HORTON D. WALKER,
Hon. THOMAS E. O. MARVIN,
Hon. frank W. MILLER,
Hon. MOSES H. GOODRICH,
Hon. JOHN H. BROUGHTON,
Hon. WILLIAM H. SISE,
Hon. JOHN S. TREAT,
Hon. CALVIN PAGE,
Hon. MARCELLUS ELDREDGE,
Hon. GEORGE E. HODGDON,
Hon. EDMUND S. FAY,
Hon. JOHN J. LASKEY,
Hon. CHARLES P. BERRY,
Hon. WILLIAM O. JUNKINS,
Hon. JOHN W. EMERY,
Hon. JOHN S. TILTON,
Hon. CALVIN PAGE,


































Inaugural Address of Hon. John Pender.
Gentlemen of the City Cotoicils :— It is not my expecta-
tion, without the co-operation of both branches of the city
government, to relieve in any great degree our city from the
burdens which she now carries, and which, if continued as for
the last ten years, will undoubtedly end in bankruptcy. It re-
quires a long and strong pull and every energy you possess to
bring about that order of things that shall redound, not only to
the credit of our city, but to each and every individual con-
nected with the City Government who has the courage of his
conviction. There are many things I desire to call to your
attention ; but I want to emphasize here and now, that, in
recommending changes in different departments, I have only
one thing in mind, and that is the good of our city. We
are not a large city, and our wants should be governed by
that. We are not to ape large and growing cities, where in-
crease in population and values keep pace with increased
expenditures, by swelling the amount received for taxation
without an increase in the rate.
POLICE.
We have a police force all out of proportion to the size of
our city. Not one word can be said against its proficiency.
The management is out of the hands of the city government,
and we have only to pay the bills. I favor a commission,
because it gives stability to the force, and removes it from the
disturbing element of an annual city election by the Board of
Aldermen. I am informed that it cannot be reduced except
by resignation, death, or charges preferred against its mem-
bers. If the act of the legislature creating this commission
fastens on our city an expense bevond our control, it would
certainly be right and proper to go before the next legislature
and secure such changes in the act as would permit us at least
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to say what a force should cost us ; but should you appropri-
ate a sum you think sufficient to police our city the commis-
sion would find some way to keep within the appropriation.
The present force is large enough for a city of twenty-five
thousand inhabitants. The commission is composed of three
able and worthy citizens ; but what encouragement is there
for the ordinary citizen to advocate retrenchment and reform,
when three such men as compose this commission sit idly b\
and make no attempt to curtail in a department, which is rad-
ically out of proportion to the wants of our city, and in which
several thousand dollars can be saved ?
NEW CHARTER.
The citizens of our city should get together, before the
assembling of another legislature, and demand amendments to
our city charter, which would not only remedy this, but would
give us a citv government in which the mayor has some power,
except that of looking on and seeing how the government is
run. At the present time, the only power enjoyed by the
mayor is that of appointing a city auditor and of presiding
over the city council and overseers of the poor. The tendency
during the last ten years has been to raise the salaries of the
municipal officers. The increase in individual cases has been
small, but in the aggregate the burden has been larger than
we could stand.
There is no reason why the mayor's salar}- should not be
placed at the old figure of $500 per annum. The salary of
the city clerk should not be over $1500, including all fees.
The salaries of the members of the board of assessors, judge
of police court and others have been raised within a \ery short
time. There is no reason why they should not go back to
their old figures. The water department should be housed at
tlic city rooms, a saving made in rent, and possibly that of
clerk hire. This department is under the control of a com-
mission appointed by the Board of Aldermen ; so it seems
proper that anv suggestion that might be made l)y the appoint-
ing power should have some force.
STATUE OK FITZ JOHN PORTER.
There is a deposit to the credit of the city, the sum of $30,-
000, which was donated to the cit}' for the erection of a statue
to Gen. Fitz John Porter. On account of a lack of harmony
the citv government of last year made no progress in fulfilling
the obligations of the city in this matter. I trust this will re-
ceive your early attention.
OVERSEERS OF POOR.
The expenditure of the board of overseers is one against
which there is much complaint ; whether justly or not, I am
unable to say. It being my duty to preside over this body, I
shall be able to see how matters are carried on ; and I intend
to become thoroughly conversant with the doings of this
board. I am told that each member of the board takes care
of his own ward, and that every member of the board agrees
to this, and it is made a happy family by not questioning but
approving all bills, without debate, simplv because it is ap-
proved b}- the member from that ward.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
We have an excellent fire department, but should our city
grow to twice its present size there would be no need of in-
creasing the number of engines or hose carriages. Two or
three thousand dollars were added to the expense of this de-
partment by raising salaries the latter part of last year. This
increase was not felt at that time, because it did not take effect
till October i, 1901. I believe in the quick hitch, and am
sure that it has saved our city many thousand dollars,
especially through the efficiency of the two-horse chemical.
This arrangement has made the work of the firemen compara-
tively light. The cost of the quick hitch should be returned
to us indirectly by a reduced rate of insurance, particularly in
our dwellings, which should cost no more than in all the
Massachusetts cities of our class.
SCHOOLS.
A service of nearlv tvventv-five vears on the school board.
H
enables me to say that in my judgment the schools of our city
were never in better condition. There never was such a de-
mand from the suburban towns to enter the different grades,
and the committee should, at an early date, raise the price of
tuition to the actual cost. There are, at the present time,
ninety non-resident pupils attending the different schools of
our city from surrounding towns, in order to receive the bene-
fit of our school system. This department is under excellent
management and producing excellent results.
AUDITOR.
One of the recent acquisitions at the city building is that of
auditor, at a salary of one thousand dollars per annum. With
the present system of bookkeeping, the position of the auditor
seems to me to be entirely useless. There appears nothing
for him to do, but to see that bills are properly cast before be-
ing reported to the Board of Aldermen. The city has Ipng
been in need of a system of bookkeeping and an auditor to
audit, and thus avoid any recurrence of the unfortunate cir-
cumstances of last year. No business man or corporation,
handling nearly a quarter of a million of dollars, would be sat-
isfied with our present mode of bookkeeping. Let us be up
to date.
STREET LIGHTS AND RAILWAYS.
The last city government entered into a contract to light our
city for the term of ten years. One of the arguments used
was that the company asking for the contract was going to
erect a plant costing $2^0,000. To give this contract for so
long a term, was doubtless contrary to the judgment of the
greater part of our citizens, who believe that long before that
term expires better terms could be made. It seems that no
sooner was this contract signed, than plans were immediately
laid to exempt the plant from taxation for a term of ten years.
This went through with a rush, although it did not seem
necessary as an inducement for it to locate here, as work had
already been begun on the foundation, and it was being located
here because there was no other place for it. A provision of
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the bill of exemption provided that none of the old plant
should be exempt. This will prove of no account, because
after a short time the board of assessors will not find any old
plant to assess, and we have virtually lost the taxes on the old
plant and will miss taxes on the new one, that would probably
amount to $^,ooo per annum. There is much doubt about
this being a good business transaction.
We believe in electric railroads, but should we not have
something more in return for the rights granted ? The roads
contemplated through the country should light all the roads
through which they run in the best manner. It is true that,
judging bv the way and manner in which the local road has
been built, the management is anxious to leave the roads in as
good if not better condition than it found them ; but the citi-
zens are giving up a good deal, when some of the unsightly
poles are erected along the highways and especially in front
of their premises.
WATER DEPARTMENT.
The water commissioners are giving us a good service ; but
if the new industry locates in our city, it means a large in-
crease in our population and consequent increase in the con-
sumption of water. The future is to be looked after, and
there is a question whether the present supply would be ade-
quate for a city twice our size. There seems to be no good
reason why this department should occupy offices apart from
the city government.
STREET DEPARTMENT.
The department which has been criticised more than any
other is that of streets. It has always been a question in my
mind who was really responsible for this state of affairs. It
has been the custom in recent years to elect a street commis-
sioner, and then for the Board of Aldermen to load the depart-
ment with a large number of teams and a permanent force,
large enough to take nearly all of the appropriation, leaving
only a small sum for actual work on the streets. This can be
remedied by a reduction of teams and permanent force now
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employed, so that a portion at least of the appropriation can
be devoted to the care of our streets. I trust that after your
selection of a competent commissioner he may be given the
power to employ and discharge the men in that department, so
that there shall be no divided responsibility and that he shall
be held strictly accountable to the city government for tlie
faithful discharge of his trust.
CITY DEBT.
1 do not accept the statement that our city is bankrupt ; but
I do believe it will soon reach that state if the expenditures
continue as they have during the last ten years. If cities, like
individuals, spend more than their income without an immense
fund to draw from they will soon be bankrupt. Every year
witnesses a city appropriating stated sums for certain depart-
ments of our city, and on December 31st finding that these
amounts have been exceeded. This is called a floating debt,
and after a few years the several amounts are added together
and bonds issued to cover this indebtedness, saddling the city
with an interest charge. Then the same course is pursued,
and in a few years there is another issue of bonds, and so on.
This cannot continue long, for soon our borrowing capacity
will cease and then will come the penalty.
CITY FARM.
The city farm seems to be a source of expense and deserves
your early attention. There is a question in the minds of
many of our citizens whether this should not be sold and a
portion of the proceeds used towards providing a moderate
and less expensive abiding place for the unfortunate poor that
we have to care for, and the balance go towards paying bills
already contracted. This matter should receive your atten-
tion before the election of a keeper for the ensuing year.
APPROPRIATIONS.
The old fashioned way of running our city was to appro-
jjriate money for the several departments and to keep within
the appropriations. All matters of expenditures were brought
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before the board and approved by the whole board before
those expenditures were made. In later years it has been the
custom to exceed appropriations, and to have the chairman of
the committees do about all the business. I trust that we
may return to the old custom, that appropriations will not be
exceeded, that all matters will be brought before*the city coun-
cil, and that we shall work in harmony.
Before starting on the work of the year, I believe it to be
necessary that a committee should be appointed to look up
our city debt. Learn the facts and publish them, so that our
citizens may know just what sort of a proposition the present
City Government has to contend with, and that the doubt and
vmcertainty whicli now exist may be cleared up. We ought
to know the exact condition of affairs on Jan. i, 1902, and
then carry the same forward to March i, 1902. I will not
attempt at this time to give you these facts, as I prefer to have
them come from a regular authorized committee.
ADDRESS TO CITY COUNCILS, OCT. 9, 1902,
Gentlemen
:
— Having served in the office of mayor for the
last six months, and, believing it to be my duty to inform the
citizens just what that experience has shown, I give that resvilt
as follows :
The first important step was to find out how the city stood
financially. A special committee was appointed for that pur-
pose. Aldermen Adams, Smith and Knight reported that
there were notes and outstanding bills for expenses prior to
January i, 1902, amounting to more than ninety-seven
thousand dollars. An ordinance was drawn and passed the
Board of Aldermen and sent to the Common Council, and is
yet unacted upon by that body. This has resulted in great
inconvenience and loss to the city, for a higher rate of interest
has been paid on these notes than would have been paid on
bonds. At the time the bond ordinance passed the Board of
Aldermen the money market was easier than now and a much
higher price could have been secured.
The joint committee on finance, in preparing- the appropri-
ation bill, entered upon their work with a hope of cutting
down some o^the items and thus allowing for a lower rate of
taxes. They soon found out that the taxes assessed for 1901
were not sufficient to cover the appropriation bill by about
$17,000. Evidently somebody was afraid to raise the entire
bill by a levy, which would result in a much higher rate of
taxation than the public would stand, preferring to raise the
money by notes at the end of the year, and thus add to the
floating debt. Your committee was disappointed at this re-
sult, but resolved to keep the taxes at about the same rate as
190 1. A bill was drawn accordingly and promptly passed
the Board of Aldermen. After being held for a time in the
Council, it was amended and sent back to the Aldermen.
With some protests against the bill in its amended form, it
was concurred in by the Aldermen, and the work of the year
entered upon in some of the departments without an adequate
appropriation. The board of overseers is an important branch
of the city government, and the result of their labors will be
found in the greatly reduced expenses of their department.
They have no further use for the city farm, and in May voted
to pay no more bills for that institution. The board of over-
seers, upon investigating the affairs at the city farm, found
that it had been run for many years for the sole purpose of
caring for county charges. These charges were promptly
cared for by the county commissioners, and there is no good
reason why the city of Portsmouth should maintain the only
city or town almshouse in our state. The city farm problem
has vexed the city authorities for many years. Early in the
year the present Board of Aldermen voted to discontinue tlic
use of it. The appropriation for this department in 1901 was
$12,000, which was largely exceeded. That for 1902 was
$5,500, and the board hopes to keep within that sum.
A matter of great importance to our city is that relating to
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the Gen, Fitz John Porter statue. The money left for this
statue is a gift to the city for a statue of Gen. Porter, and has
been avaihible for about one year. It appears that Gen. Por-
ter knew for a dozen years at least that this money was to be
used for this purpose, and, having no doubt that it would be
fair for him to select a sculptor, did so, and for a long time
was in consultation with Sculptor J. E. Kelly, of New York
City, who made a statuette that has stood the criticism, not
only of Gen. Porter and family, but many of his friends, who
are art critics. By this action of Gen. Porter and family, he an-
ticipated a long and thankless task, for no committee without
these preliminaries could have had a competition of models
without considerable time and at much expense. Sculptor
Kelly, having the advantage of a personal acquaintance with
Gen. Porter, and having discussed not only the statue with
him, but also designs for the several bronze tablets that are to
show the important periods of Gen. Porter's life in the Mex-
ican and Civil wars, would seem to be the proper person to
carry out the work of erecting a statue that would certainly
be what the donor wished : that is, a correct representation
of Gen. Fitz John Porter, rather than the work of some
sculptor, who would have to work from a photograph. The
committee having charge of this matter have found Mr. Kelly
to be a competent person to do this important work. They
find that he has done good work—that in a competition for
the Paul Revere statue, in Boston, he received the first prize
;
that he has just filled an important order for President Roose-
velt, and is credited with many important works. Your com-
mittee think that, considering the qualifications of Mr. Kelly,
his long acquaintance with Gen. Porter and the opportunities
given by many consultations, that the sculptor selected by
them will carry out the wishes of the donor especially, Gen.
Porter's family and friends, and that when the whole is com-
pleted and turned over to the city on July 3, 1903, they will
feel warranted in receiving the applause of their fellow citi-
zens and the consciousness of having done faithful work. It
was gratifying to your committee to have their labors meet
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with the unanimous approval of both branches of the citv
<^overnment.
The street light item remained as last year, and, although
there have been several applications for new lights, the author-
ities have not seen cause to approve of more than one arc
light, and this is offset by abolishing several incandescent lights.
The street department is one of which much is expected,
and I have no doubt that our present superintendent, while
not doing all that is asked of him, that being impossible, is
accomplishing a large amount of necessary work. I regret
that he has not been given that full power to hire the men
under him, which I suggested at the beginning of the year.
The city ordinance gives to the mayor and superintendent
of streets sole supervision of our streets ; but the public holds
the superintendent responsible, and I have found no occasion
to interfere with the work, other than to make a few sugges-
tions. Some street matters have been referred by the Board
of Aldermen to the committee on streets, and these have been
attended to promptly. There has been a disposition bv
several of the chairmen of committees to act without consul-
tation with other members of the committee. This is an
error, and should be avoided.
The appropriation for sidewalks was a liberal one, and
much work has been done under this. I am informed by the
city solicitor that quite a large sum for sidewalks is yet' due
the city, and he has begun suits against those who have not
settled.
The sprinkling of the streets has been a question of much
discussion, and the present method is verv unsatisfactory.
The appropriation this vear was increased $2^0. The appro-
priation for city lands and buildings was changed bv the Com-
mon Council, and made such a figure that the actual needs of
that department could not be attended to. The appropriation
for schoolhouses this vear was for the first time included in
the item for schools, and is now luider charge of the board of
instruction. I am satisfied that some saving can be made in
this department.
The building of sewers is part of the duties of the city au-
thorities, and it is a source of regret that all the sewers needed
cannot be constructed at an early day. The sum appropriated
was not sufHcient for the emergency cases, and some impor-
tant sewers will have to go over for a season. The work of
the present year has been under the direction of the chairman
of sewers. I am decidedly of the opinion that this work
should be done under the supervision of the street commis-
sioner, as in former years.
The item for contingent last year was $7,000. The amended
bill for the present year made the item $2,500. The contin-
gent item in years past has been a convenient place to cover
up expenditures. The sum of $3,500 has not been sufficient,
and this item will be overdrawn.
In the year 1S97, John J. Loach was killed bv the explosion
of dynamite, while at work grading Union street. A claim
was entered against the city by Margaret Loach, widow, and
a settlement made with her by paying $350, cash, an addi-
tional sum of $7 per week, for three years beginning May 9,
1S98, and a further sum of $6 per week, for three years be-
ginning May 9, 1901. This payment will continue till May
9, 1904, and comes out of the contingent fund.
The care of parks, bath-house, elections, bands, returning
of statistics, care of clocks, telephones, registrars' salaries,
dinners for ward officers, all go to make up an expense account
that easily exceeds the amount appropriated for contingent,
leaving the item of printing unprovided for, and this will
amount to nearlv $2,000 for the year. The sum of $Soo was
appropriated for the Cottage Hospital, an increase over the
previous year. This sum, in my opinion, should be omitted
from the annual appropriation, and the city cease assisting an
institution so handsomely endowed as this is, and pay for the
actual service rendered the city.
The indebtedness of the citv is a subject often discussed,
and statements are made that the debt limit has been ex-
ceeded.
The valuation of the city by the assessors
was set at $9,009,880 00
On which the limit at 5 per cent. . . . 450,494 00
The debt of the city is, viz :
Municipal and school bonds, $369,000 00
Portsmouth & Dover R. R. bonds, 160,000 00
Water bonds, . . . 325,000 00
City notes, .... 97,000 00
Trust funds, . . . 41,016 00
$992,016 00
Amount of assets, . . . 615,437 00
Net debt, .... 376,579 00
Showing a limit of . . ... . $73^915 00
This statement shows that there is a margin of $73,915 00.
The need of the city at the present time for a new high
school building is imperative, and the necessary steps should
be taken at once to erect a building suited to our wants. About
one year ago the board of instruction placed this matter before
the citizens in a candid way, but it was thought that the finan-
cial condition would not warrant the expenditure of so large a
sum . With a new high school building the old one could be sold
to advantage. There will soon be needed at Christian Shore
a new grammar school building. In order to provide for this
emergency, we have the city farm, which can be disposed of.
The proceeds will build a ten-room school building, and there
will be something left. The city is to grow rapidly in that
direction, and steps cannot be taken too soon to provide for
the children who will demand attention.
The lease of the public library building will end on April
I, 1906. The city has an option on this building for $10,000
in gold, to be paid on the first day of April, 1906. There
has already been expended $8,000 on improvements to this
property. The city authorities will probably take advantage
of this option, although I am confidentially informed by a
prominent business man that the city will not be called on to
appropriate this sum. Before the lease expires additional
room will be needed, and plans have been considered for an
addition.
The present city rooms are not large enough nor convenient
for carrying on the business of the city. Our financial con-
dition will not warrant the building of a city hall. If other
accommodations could be secured for the city business in order
to allow leasing the present premises, no doubt a rental could
be secured that would more than pay for excellent quarters
elsewhere. The county building on State street is expensive
to the county, and is used only a small part of the year. There
is ample room in that building to house all city officials. It
would seem a good business proposition, for both county and
citv, to lease a portion of the county building and the city let
the building now used by them. The county building would
afford vaults and safes to care for the valuable records which
are of incomparable value, as all will testify who have occa-
sion to consult them. In their present condition, fire would
do damage that money could not restore. I cannot make this
matter too plain. It is important, and should be attended to.
I understand the committee on printing have made arrange-
ments to have the city reports in your hands about Feb. i,
1903.
The Portsmouth Improvement Society, recently organized,
is capable of adding largely to the beauty of our city, and I
would advise a hearty co-operation with this society. Under
the head of improvements, I would call your attention to Mar-
ket square, and the project of paving it. This paving could
be done with granite blocks, asphalt, bituminous macadem,
or brick. The latter is largely used, and the expense is about
three-fifths of the cost of granite. The bituminous water-
proof pavement has been found to be excellent in this climate.
The probable cost would not be great when shared by the
street railway people and the city, and I think provision
should be made for bringing this improvement about.
A small addition to the usual appropriation for streets, with
^4
a portion of the regular annual appropriation, would l)e suf-
Hcient to make a showing that would be satisfactory to the
public. The central portion of the city should be a model of
neatness, and I know of no better way than that vou should
pave Market square and a portion of Congress street.
The citizens are to be congratulated, that an ordinance was
passed to establish a sinking fund commission. The commis-
sion has been organized, and now has possession of the funds
belonging to the sinking fund.
In 1901, the sum of $8,500 was appropriated for the sink-
ing fund, but was not added to that fund, neither was the inter-
est on our railroad stock. The sum of $8,500 was appropriated
for 1903, and has been paid to the commissioners. This sum,
with the accrued interest of the railroad stock, has enabled
the commission to purchase $13,000 of Portsmouth City bonds,
and they are cancelled. I expect that several of the depart-
ments may show an excess of expenditures, amounting in the
aggregate to $2,000, which will probably be offset by several
of the departments having that amount unexpended.
Such being the result of the operations of the different
l)ranches of the City Government, we can safely count on a
reduction of the city debt to the amount of bonds pmxhased
and cancelled.
Report of the City Auditor
For the Year ending December 31, 1902.
EXPENDITURES FROM JANUARY i, 1902,
TO DECEMBER 31, INCLUSIVE.
STATE TAX.
Paid Solon A. Carter, State Treas-
urer, $23,736 25
Less abatement, 1,810 50
$21,925 75
COUNTY TAX.
Paid W. H. C. Follansby, County
Treasurer, on account, $30,000 00
PORTSMOUTH AND DOVER
RAILROAD LOAN.
Paid coupons, $6,420 00
INTEREST.
Paid coupons, municipalloanof 1884, $1,120 00
Paid interest, six registered bonds,
Nos. 29 to 3^, inclusive, issue
of 1884, 760 00
Paid coupons, municipalloanof 1889, 4,380 00
Paidcoupons, municipal loan of 1894, ^^S^o 00
Paid coupons, municipal loan of 1896, 6,980 00
Paid N. H. National Bank, discount
on city notes, 172 42
Paid First National Bank, discount
on city notes, 327 50
26
Paid Rogers, Newman & Tolman,
discount on city notes, $1,038 20
Paid Rogers, Tolman & Tupper, 3^347 3^
Paid interest. Haven fund, 42 00
Paid interest, Haven Park fund, 276 20
Paid interest, Austin fund, 26 70
Paid interest, Jones-Demeritt fund, 60 00
Paid interest to Sinking Fund Com-




New England Telephone & Tele-
graph Co., $79 09
Preston, Andrew P., medicine, 6 25
Phinney, W. H., laundry, 13 00
Parker, George F., 4 50
Prime, E. B., 7 20
Pope, Lemuel, Jr., M. D. V., pro-
fessional services, 3 00
Rockingham County Light & Power
Co., 335 70
Sweetser, John P., 2 80
Towle, F. S., M. D., medical attend-
ance, 6 00
Times Publishing Co., printing, 3 00
Wood, James S., wood, 7 25
Walker, J. A. & A. W., coal, 31 68
Wendell, A. P. & Co., hardware, i 00
Wells, A. N., supplies, 8 65
Wood Brothers, teaming, 2 75
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Payroll Steamer Co., No. i, $730 00
Payroll Steamer Co., No. 2, ^030 00
Payroll Steamor Co., No. 3, 910 00
Payroll Steamer Co., No. 4, 970 00
Payroll Hook and Ladder Co., No. i, 1,030 00
Payroll Assistant Engineers, 500 00
Payroll Engineers, Firemen and Dri-
vers, 915 00
Payroll Supply Wagon Co., 2S5 00
Payroll Permanent Men, 4^650 00
Ame & Co., horse food, 21 25
American Locomotive Co., repairs to






Kilburn, W. H., hay and grain,
Kilroe, Thomas, hibor,
Keefe, Jerome, labor,
Kearsarge Flute & Drum Band, Parade
Day,
Leach & Lydston, shoeing.
Lynch, John, hibor on fire ahirm,
Martin, Fred L., supplies,
Manson, Fred W., repairing Engine
No. 4,
Marden, J. W. & Son, putting up and
taking down bandstand,
Moulton, C. W. H. & Co., ladders.
New England Telephone & Telegraph
Co.,
Newman, E. B., painting,
Pottle, Samuel, labor,
Payne & Walker, supplies,
Pettigrew Brothers, rubber boots,
Pryor & Matthews, hardware,
Portsmouth Waterworks, use of water,
Pope, Lemuel, Jr., D. M, V., medical
services,
Paul, Willard E., repairs,
Portsmouth City Band, Parade Day,
Pinkham, C. I., straw.
Rider & Cotton, fire alarm supplies,
Rockingham County Light & Power
Co.,
Randall, John D., printing,
Reinewald, R. L., bandmaster, Parade
Day,
Rutledge, Arthur J., harness oil,
















Sweetser, John P., stock and repairs,
Scott, Anderson, labor,
Sheldon Brothers, use of chairs,
Sulpho Napthol Co., disinfectant,
Storer Relief Corps, No. 6, refresh-
ments for Parade Day,
Simpson, Charles E., hats,
Stewart, Thomas J., labor,
Stackpole, Fred L., labor,
Tobin, Morris, labor,
Thompson, H.,
The Stovene Manufacturing Co.,polish,
Trefethen, E. A., ringing bell,
Vaughan, George T., rope^ etc.,
Vavighan Street Shoeing & Repair Co.,
shoeing,
Wendell, A. P. & Co., hardware.
Wells, C. Frank, supplies,
Watkins, Fred, shoeing,
Whittemore, A. G., rent of Veteran
Firemen's Qiiarters, =;o oo
Wood Brothers, hauling engines, hay
and straw,
Weaver, Charles W., labor,
Walker, C. E. & Co., coal,
Woods, W. F. and C. E., repairing
harnesses.
Walker, J. A. & A. W., coal,
Wood, James S., wood,




Ham, Oliver W., stone,
Holmes, Lyman A., sharpening tools,
Hanscom, Daniel,
Hoyt & Dow, stationery,
Hett, August, repairing cesspool,




Joy, George H,, sulphur, etc.,
Kilburn, W. H., grain,
Kiernan, Willis P., use of cart.
Leach & Lydston, shoeing,
McWilliams, Philip T,, shoeing,
Massachusetts Broken Stone Co . ,broken
stone,
McCallin, William, labor and team,
McKenney, N. A., repairs.
Pike & Gilson, repairing cesspool,
Paul, Clarence H., labor,
Portsmouth Water Works Co., water,
Portsmouth Milling Co., lumber and
repairs,
Paul, Willard E.,
Palfrey, George R., care of fountain,
Pryor & Matthews, hardware,
People's Oil Co., oil,
Randall, John D., printing,
Rockingham County Light & Power
Co., lights.
Rider & Cotton, hardware,
Ridge, Rienzi, broken stone,
Smith, J. M., repairs,
Schurman, Solomon, 2 shoats,
Sweetser, John P., repairs,
Tibbetts, George W., chains,
$i8
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Trafton, George A., repairs,
The O'Kclley Co., balance old bill,
Trefethen Frank, repairs,
Vaughan Street Shoeing Co., shoeine
Vaughan, George T., hardware.
Wells, A. N., N. P. numbers,
Winchester, E. H., hay,
White, Lemuel,
Walworth Mfg. Co., tubes.
Woods, W. F. & C. E., repairing.
Wood Brothers, hay and straw.
Woods, John, labor and team,
Watkins, Fred, shoeing.
Walker, C. E., coal.
Wells, C. Frank, matches.
Walker, J. A. & A. W., coal,
Wendell, A. P. & Co., hardware.
Wood, James labor and team.
Wood, Fred L., dippers, pump valve,
packing, etc.,
Yeaton, H. A. & Son, grain,
34
Chickcring, James E., labor,
Downs, J. O., supplies,
Downs, Edward S., salary,
Downing, x^nn, support,
Dixon & Mclntire, supplies,
Entwistle, Thomas,
French, Geo. B. Co., dry goods,
Fay, W. H., clothing,
Gove, Mrs. B. M., support,
Garrett, H. L. & Son, supplies.
Green, Alonzo K. W., supplies.
Green, Benjamin, medicine,
Gerber, L., shoes,
Grace, Wm. D., medicine.
Gray & Prime, fuel,
Goodwin, Stephen, salary,
Gardiner, J. H., repairs,
Hutchins, Charles, rent,
Holland, John, supplies,
Hannaford, C. W., M. D., medical
attendance, 53 00
Ham, Oliver, undertaker's services, 40 00
Haskell, Howard N., supplies, 7 07
Horsemen's Bazaar, repairs,
Joy, Geo, H., supplies,
Junkins, W. O., M. D., medical at-
tendance,
Kendall & Dame,
Kilcy, Timothy, balance of salary,
Lear, N. H., salary, 1903,
Leary, John, supplies,
Lear, Robert, supplies,
Locke, G. S., M. D., medical at-
tendance, 60 00




Mendum Estate, Chas. H., rent,
Millett, E. A., nurse,
Miskell, W. P., undertaker's ser-
vices,
Maddock, S. & Son, supplies,
Mugridge, B. F., supplies,
Milton, John E., supplies,
N. H. Orphans' Home, board of
children,
Nickerson, H. W., undertaker's ser-
vices,
Payne & Walker, supplies.
Palfrey, Geo. R., supplies,
Philbrick, Goodwin E., medicine,
Pettigrew Brothers, shoes.
Prime, E. B., transportation ex-
penses,
Peirce, W. E., salary.
Perry, Clara E., rent.
People's Oil Co., kerosene,
Pickering, Amanda, wood.
Spinney, Joseph E.,
St. Patrick's Orphanage, board of
children, 60 00
St. Joseph's Boys Home, board of
children.
Smith, W. H., supplies,
Smart, John J., supplies,
Sladden, William, supplies.
Shannon, John W., salary.
Staples, Lewis E., dry goods,
Tucker, C. H. & Co., supplies.
The Haven, meals,
Tovvle, F. S., M. D., medical at-
tendance,
Vaughan St. Shoeing & Repair Shop,
$32
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Wood, James S., fuel,
Wood, J., supplies,
Wendell, John S., rent,
Wells, C. Frank, supplies.
Walker, J. A. & A. W., fuel.
Wood, Fred L., repairs.
Wood, J. E., teams.
Walker, Chas. E. & Co., fuel
Young, J. H., supplies,
$94
37
Peirce, W. E. & Co., insurance,
Pender, John, insurance,
Pryor & Matthews, chain,
Rockingham County Light & Power
Co., light.
Smith, Estate of J. M., repairs,
Sise, John & Co., insurance.
Spinney & Cox, labor,
Tobey, John G., Jr., insurance,
Trefethen, Frank, labor.
Times Publishing Co., printing,
Vaughan, Geo. T., hardware.
Wood, James S., labor.
Wood, Fred L., labor and stock,






Ayers, Geo. W., ringing bell, $ioo oo
Armstrong, Geo. VV., cartering for
election officers,
Adams, Daniel VV^., labor,
American Express,
Batchelder, Charles H., incidental
expenses,
Broughton, J, H., lumber,
Beacham, R. H., & Son, teams,
Borthwick, D. P., dry goods,
Butler, F. P., drawing jurors, etc.,
Berry, John J., M. D., medical at-
tendance,
Brackett, Herman A., damages,
Brewster, L. W. & Son, printing,
Bartlett, John H., P. M., stamps.
Chronicle & Gazette Publishing Co.,
printing,
Caswell, John, gatekeeper,
Craig, Alice M., typewriting.
Chapman, Annie M., typewriting.
City Trust & Suret}"^ Co., bonds sink-
ing fund commission, i ^o oo
Chadwick, Geo. B., rent of store for
election, 20 00
Collis, Geo. L., serving writs, s i 80
Collis, Marcus M., serving writs, ^ 18
Cottrell & Walsh, catering for elec-
tion officers, 1 1 ^ 00
Dunn, W. H., catering for election
officers, 70 00




Davis, Lemuel T. & Son, labor, 7^
Eastman, Edson C, account book, 6 00
45
40
Frost, W. C, fuel, $1 74
Gould, Arthur L., labor on asses-
sors' books, 140 00
Gray & Prime, fuel, 71 67
Groom, Th-jmas & Co., account
book, 6 50
Gardner, Samuel R., labor, 53 13
GrifBn, M. J., work in cemetery, 19 25
Gardner, Wm. P., cleaning ward-
room, 8 00
Herald Publishing Co., printing,
Humphreys, C. W., labor and stock,
Hoyt & Dow, stationery,
Hovey, H. E., returning statistics,
Herrick, Robert M., returning sta-
tistics,
Kilroe, Mrs. E., catering for election
officers,
Knight, George P., decorating city
building, i ^ 00
Kelliher, Mrs., cleaning wardroom, ^ 00
Killingback, Mr., cleaning ward-
room, 4 00
Lear, Nathan W., labor in Goodwin
Park, 232 00
Loach, Margaret, settlement of dam-
ages,
Lester, Thomas G., drawing jurors,
Marden, J. W., labor,
Marston, M. E., stationery,
Marston, Frank C, stationery,
Montgomery, H. P., hanging por-
traits,
Mudge, G. A., cleaning wardroom,




Moses Brothers, newspaper, $5 16
Marden, Herbert A., labor and stock, 31 53
Mugridge, B. F., rent of store for
election, 15 00
Mog, Mrs. F., catering- for election
officers,
Margeson, R. Clyde, chairs,
New England Telephone & Tele-
graph Co.,
Newell, J. W., drawing jnrors,
Newman, E. B., labor,
Obrey, George, cleaning wardroom,
Portsmouth Milling Co., material,
Fhinney, Wm. H., laundry,
Portsmouth City Band,
Portsmouth Water Works, water
tax,
Pryor & Matthews, hardware,
Portsmouth Republican Press Asso-
ciation, printing.
Prime, E. B.,
Peirce, W. E. & Co., insurance,
Peirce, W. E., vital statistics,
Pneumatic Tube Co., rubber stamps,
Payne & Walker, supplies,
Pender, John, traveling expenses,
Payroll bellringers,
Qiiinn, John, labor,
Rockingham County Light & Power
Co., lights,
Rumford Printing Co., account book,
Randall, John D., printing.
Rider & Cotton, hardware,
Sheldon Brothers, use of chairs,
Seamans, CM., returning statistics,
Sanderson, Geo. H., printing,
45
42
Smith, J. M., labor and repairs,
Svvcctser, John P., material,
vSiillivan, Jas., teaming ballot boxes,
Sanders, Frank S., account books.
State Industrial School, board of
children,
Shields, William, Jr., labor,
Sowersby, J. W., Estate of, catering
for election officers.
Smith, W. D., incidental expenses,
Schurman, S. A., damage by dogs.
Times Publishing Co., printing,
Twombly, G. W., delivering notices,
Tucker, Henry M., rent for 1902,
Tripp, Geo. W., labor,
Varrell, C. D., labor at wardroom,
Welch, David, legal damages,
Wood Brothers, teams.
Wells, A. N., supplies.
Wood, James S., fuel.
Walker, Charles E. & Co., fuel,
Wood, Fred, L., labor.









Foss, Clarence, labor with team,
Foote, W. L., labor with team,
Gray, James F., labor,
Gray, H. W., Jr., labor,
Gardner, A. M., labor,
Gardner, B. F., labor with team,
Godfrev, F. F., labor with team.
Garland, C. A., labor with team,
Greenough, Mrs. John, labor with
team,
Greenough, Geo., labor with team,
Harrison, Mr., labor,
Holmes, Joseph R., labor with team.
Hamden, Edwin, labor,
Hayes, Chas. H. & Son, labor with
team,
Hett, John, labor.
Ham, Fred, labor with team,
Hodgdon, Charles, labor with team.
Hall, Ordway R., labor,
Hodgdon, Frank, labor,
Hoyt, Winthrop, labor with team,
Hoyt, Richard P., labor,
Harvey, James, labor wnth team,




Locke, Fred L., labor,
Leary, Thomas, labor with team.
9
44
Langdon, vS., labor with team,
Lester, Frank, labor with team,
Laiij^, Charles, labor,
Leavitt, Joseph, labor with team,
Mason, W, G., labor with team,
Mason, Irad, labor.
Murphy, John C, labor,
Mussy, Geo, A., labor with team,
McCallin, William, labor with team,
Martinson, Mr,, labor.
Miller, Charles H., labor,
Northrup, Harry, labor.
Nowell, Ralph E., labor,
Pearson, Horace, labor,
Pender, Willis F,, labor,
Poitsmouth Milling Co,, repairs,
Pray, Albert M,, labor with team.
Pray, Benjamin, labor,
Pickering, Gee, labor with team,




Ridge, Rienzi, labor with team,
Shedd, Albert, labor with team,
Seavey, F. H., labor with team,
Sullivan, James, labor.
Spinney, Delhi, labor with team,
Schurman, James W., labor with team.
Spinney Brothers, labor with team.




Shannon, Fred O., labor,













Britton, L. I)., freight ;iiul teaming, $72 06
Garrett, II. L. & Son, kerosene, 6=;
Hoyt, F. C, surveying, 3 00
Hett, Joseph, hauling material,
ploughing, etc., 47 00
Hett Brothers, teaming and sharpen-
ing tools, 29 00
Hoyt, A. C, surveying, 7 50
Hett, August, teaming, i 50
Jenness, A., repairs, 3 i :;
Lear, N. H., constructing sewer, "^o 00
Pryor & Matthews, hardware, 156 83
Place Lumber Co., A. Converse,
drain pipe, 710 61
Trafton, Geo. A., sharpening tools
and repairs,
Walworth Mfg. Co., steel pipe,
Wells, C. Frank, kerosene, etc.,





ilutchins, John B., labor,
Hannaford, R. E., plants,
Howe, C. L., plants.
Holmes, Lyman A., repairs,
Lowe, John H., labor,
Norman, Leslie, salary,
Schurman, vS. A. & vSon, seed,
W'atkins, Edward,





Mary E. Myers, treasurer, $5 5 8 02
Rock. County Light & Power Co., 241 98
MEMORIAL DAY.
Robert J. Churchill, v$ioo 00
Alfred M. Lang, 100 00
Soo 00
300 00
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL HOUSES.
Orders Board of Instruction, 42,151 54
SALARIES.
Payrolls civil officers, 91^74 54
OLD ladies' home.
Frank J. Philbrick, treasurer, 500 00
S U M M A R Y .
State tax, $21,925 75
County tax, 30,000
Portsmouth & Dover Railroad loan, 6,420 00
Interest, -^01384 73
Less received interest on
taxes, $63 24
Less received interest on
deposits, 300 07== $363 31— 20,021 42
Public Library, 2,700 00
Collector's commissions, 1^700 00
Cottage Hospital, 800 00
Memorial Day, 200 00




Less received from abuttors, 215 82
$19,985 18
Tax discounts, 7A^^ 95
Roads, 1,536 95
Contingent, 5i4o8 41
Fire department, $17,136 09





Less received dog license
account, 961 99
Less received Jones-De-
merritt fund, 60 00
Less received Haven
fund, 42 00
Less received tuition non-
residents, 2,189 °9=^" $4,055 58== $38,095 96
Old Ladies' Home, 500. 00
Support of poor, 5,997 43
City lands and buildings, ^,354 62
Police, $14,044 61
Less amount paid for bank
watch, $500 00
Less amount paid in lines, 2,014 95== $2,514 95— $11,529 66
Sewers, $4,071 90




Less received from abuttors, 6S9 69== 1,269 49
Health, 1,924 88
Streetlights, 17,09051
Dog license account, 422 01
Sinking fund commissioners, 8,500 00
Robert H. Eddy bequest
—
Paid J. B. Wheeler, on account, $10,000 00
Paid T. G. Lester, on account, 1,700 00
Haven park.
51
Interest on J. B. Parrott fund, $34 34
Fedlers' and junk dealers' licenses, 215 00
Sale of real estate, C.
Dwight Hanscom, $1,373 50
Less commission, 34 31^^== 1,338 19
Portsmouth, Kittery & York Street
Railway, rent, $100 00
H. S. Laskey, rent of store, 35 00
Tax warrant, 1902, $198,006 00
Less abate-
ments, 1903, $7,423 95
Less disc'nts
on taxes, '03, 8,459 i3
15,882 07= 183,133 93












Interest on Robert H. Eddy bequest,
from Jan. i, 1902,10 Jan. 1, 1903, 526 04
Total expenditures, 1902, $228,974 45




Amount paid on Robert II. Eddy
bequest
—
J. B. Wheeler, $10,000 00




Balance Jan. i, 1903, $^6,254 96
As follows :
L. W. Brewster, collector, 1S91, $357 ^o
J. L. Parker, collector, 1900, 60^ 49
J. L. Parker, collector, 1901, ii-37 oS
J. L. Parker, collector, 1902, 5,223 93
Real estate bought for taxes, 20,^86 92
Cash on deposit, 7,866 87
Amount in Portsmouth Savings bank,
Parrott legacy, 1,171 03
Robert H. Eddy bequest, in N. H.
Nat. Bank, 19,206 04== $56,254 96
INVENTORY OF PROPERTY OF CITY OF
PORTSMOUTH
For the year ending December 31, 1902.
REAL ESTATE.
City farm and buildings, $25,000 00
Court house and land, 8,000 00
City Hall, 15,000 00
Spring market, land and water priv-
ilege, 2,500 00
Ward building, Maplewood avenue, 1,000 00
Ward building and school room.
Water street, 6,500 00
Store, Pleasant street, and land, 500 00
Brick engine house. Court street, 2,000 00
53
Wooden engine house and hose tow-
er, Court street, $7,500 00
Stahle for street department, 3,000 00
Gravel lot, South road, 600 00
Gravel lot, Greenland road, 1,400 00
Gravel lot, Lafayette road, 500 00
Gravel lot, Lafayette road, 100 00
Gravel lot, Sherburne road, 100 00
Gravel lot. Sagamore road, 100 00
Powder magazine and land, 100 00
Pest island, 500 00
South mill pond, 5,000 00
Ledge, Sagamore road, Soo 00
Engine house -and land, Hanover
street, 5,000 00
Hospital for contagious diseases, 3^000 00
Engine house, Bartlett street, 4?5C>*^ 0°
SCHOOL HOUSES AND LANDS.
High, Daniel street, $20,000 00
Farragut, School street, 30,000 00
Franklin, Maplevvood avenue, 2000 00
Woodburv, Gravelly Ridge, 800 00
Cabot Street, S^ooo 00
Plains, 500 00
Haven, South School street, 15,000 00
Lafayette Road, 500 00
Spalding, Bartlett street, SiOOO 00
Peabody, State street, 2,000 00
Whipple, State street, 25,000 00
Furniture at city rooms.








Street horses, carts, harnesses, tools,
etc., $3,Soo oo
Stone crusher and steam engine, i ,800 00
Drain pipe, sewer traps and grates, 200 00
City clock, North church, 900 00
City clock, ward room, Water street, 735 00
Bell at ward room,' Water street, 500 00
Bell at Cabot street school house, 195 00
855 shares of Boston & Maine rail-
road, market value, 165,870 00































































STATEMENT OF TAXES FOR 1902.
$198,006 00
Amount of warrant committed to
collector.
Amount collected, $176,900 00






Number of dogs licensed by city clerk, =572.
Amount received,
Less fees allowed, $114 40
Amount paid out as per dog license
account, 307 61




F I N ANC I A L S T A T EM EN T
Of the City Dec. 31, 1902.
LIABILITIES.
Date of Issue. Rate. Wheu I'ayable. Amouut.
Oct. I, 1S84, 4 per cent., Oct. i, 1904, $47,000 00
Jan. I, 1889, 4 per cent., Jan. i, 1909, 50,000 00
Nov. I, 1889, 4 per cent., Nov. i, 1914, ':;7,ooo 00
May I, 1894, 4 per cent.. May i, 1914, 40,000 00
July I, 1896, 4 per cent., July i, 1916, 175,000 00
Dec.31, 1898, debt funding bond due Dec. 31, 1912, 65,000 00
PORTSMOUTH & DOVER RAILROAD BONDS.







Jan. I, 1892, 4 per cent., payable Jan. i, 1907, $160,000 00
Jan. I, 1892, 4 per cent., payable Jan. i, 191 2, 165,000 00
Oct. I, 1902, 4 per cent., payable Oct. i, 1922, 50 000 00
FLOATING DEBT.
City notes, $106,453 ^^
Balance county tax remaining unpaid, Dec. 31, 11,463 55
Outstanding bills on all other accounts re-
maining unpaid Dec. 31, 1902, 2,976 43
TRUST FUNDS.
Legacy of Mary Clark, $305 15
Legacy of Horace W. Haven, 1^390 00
Legacy of Daniel Austin, 445 00
Legacy of Martha A. Demerritt, 500 00
Legacy of Christopher Toppan, 300 00
Legacy of James B. Parrott, 1^171 03
Donation of Frank Jones, 500 00
Haven Park fund, 6,059 9^==^ $10,671 09
57










Accrued interest to Jan i, 1903, c;26 04
ASSETS.
L. W. Brewster, collector, 1 891, bal-
ance of account, $3S7 60
J. L. Parker, collector, 1900, balance
of account, 60c; 49
J. L. Parker, collector, 1901, bal-
ance of account, ^1^37 08
|. L. Parker, collector, 1902, bal-
ance of account, 5^223 93
Real estate sold for taxes, 20,586 92
Cash in hand of treasurer, 7,866 87
Cash in Portsmouth Savings bank,
Parrott legacy, ii^yi 03
Bequest of Robert Henry Eddy, de-
posited in N. H. National bank, 19,206 04
Water works property, 375,000 00
Property of city held by sinking fund
commissioners
—
855 shares Boston & Maine rail-





30 City of Portsmouth water bonds,
(Dec. 31, 1902), 30,000 00
Portsmouth Savings bank book, 629 10
Piscataqua Savings bank book, 170 39






Municipal and school bonds, $369,000 00
Debt funding bond, 65,000 00
Portsmouth & Dover railroad
bonds, 13^,000 00
Water bonds, 375,000 00
City notes, 106,453 °o
Outstanding accounts remain-
ing unsettled Dec. 31st, 14,439 98
Trust funds, 29,877 13
Less assets as shown above.







Report of Sinking Fund Commissioners.
To the City Councils of the City of Portsmouth^ N. H.:
Under an ordinance passed June 19th, 1902, a Board of
Sinking Fund Commissioners was established. The under-
signed were elected by the City Councils commissioners under
said ordinance and took the oaths of office August 3Sth, 1903.
fn accordance with the requirements of said ordinance, we
herewith submit ovir annual report for the balance of the year
ending December 31st, 1903.
In order that our report may be clearly understood, we will
here give a list of the bonded indebtedness of the city at this
time. There are three classes of bonds outstanding, i. e.
Municipal and vSchool Bonds, Railroad Bonds, and Water
Bonds.
MUNICIPAL AND SCHOOL BONDS.
Date of Issue.
Oct. 1, 1884, 30 years, 4 per cent., Oct. i, 1904, $47,000 00
Jan. I, 1889, 3o years, 4 " J'^n- I1 1909? ^o^ooo 00
Nov. I, 18S9, z'^ years, 4 " Nov. i, 1914, 57,000 00
May I, 1S94, 3o years, 4 " May i, 19 14, 40,00000
July I, 1896, 30 years, 4 " Ji-^ly i? 1916, 175,00000
$369,000 00
RAILROAD BONDS,
IN AID PORTSMOUTH & DOVER RAILROAD.
Jan. I, 1893, 30 years, 4 per cent., Jan. i, 1913, $160,000 00
WATER BONDS.
Jan. I, 1S93, 15 years, 4 per cent., Jan. i, 1907, $160,00000
Jan. I, 1S93, 30 years, 4
" Jan. i, 1912, 165,000 00
July I, 1902, 30 years, 3 1-3 " Ji^ily i^ 1922, 50,000 00
$375^000 00
6o
Dec. 31, 1S98, bond issued for money belonging
to sinking fund, being proceeds of Boston &
Maine railroad stock sold, $65,000 00
The sinking fund ordinance was drawn in order to comply
with the state law of 1895 relative to the issue of bonds by
municipal corporation, wherein it is provided that an amount
shall be raised by taxes each year, which shall in effect be
equal to the amount of the bonds at their maturity. Thus in
case of a twenty year bond, one-twentieth of the principal shall
be raised by tax each year and be converted into a sinking-
fund.
This law applies onlv to bonds issued subsequent to the date
of the law, 1895. Therefore only two of the issue of bonds
of the City of Portsmouth enumerated above are at this time
subject to the operation of the sinking fund law. These two
issues are as follows :
Municipal and school, issue of Jan. i, 1896, $175,000 00
Water bonds, issue of July i, 1902, 50,000 00
These two issues are both of them twenty year bonds, and
under the law 5 per cent, of the face value thereof, or $11,-
750 00, must be included in the tax levy for 1903 for sinking
fund requirements.
On assuming the duties of this commission, various securi-
ties belonging to the sinking fund, then in the custody of the
city treasurer, were turned over to the board, and receipts
taken in exchange. On August 38th, 1902, we thus received :
Book of deposit, Portsmouth Trust & Guar-
antee Co., representing $4,174 67
855 shares Boston & Maine railroad.
Bonds City of Portsmouth, issue of Jan. i,
1893 (railroad), 9^000 00
Bonds City of Portsmouth, issue of Jan. i,
1892 (water), 24,000 00
Also one bond of the City of Portsmouth,
dated Dec. 31st, 1898, for 65,000 00
6t
On October 2d, 1903, we received from the Board of Water
Commissioners the following securities, heretofore held by
them as sinkin^^ funds :
Portsmouth Savings Bank book, $594 ^^
3 bonds City of Portsmouth, issue oi Jan.
I, 1893 (railroad), 3,000 00
6 bonds City of Portsmouth, issue of Jan.
I, 1892 (water), 6,000 00
On October 4, 1902, we purchased for the sinking fund 13
bonds of City of Portsmouth, issue of January, 1893 (rail-
road), at a cost of 108 3-4, or $14,271 83.
The ordinance provides that in investing funds, preference
shall be given to the bonds of the City of Portsmouth, and
immediately on purchasing such bonds they shall be cancelled.
The securities in possession of the Sinking Fund Commis-
sion at this time consist of :
2>, bonds of the City of Portsmouth (railroad), issue of Jan.
I, 1893 (cancelled).
30 bonds of the City of Portsmouth (water), issue of Jan. i,
1892.
The twenty-tive bonds (railroad) have been cancelled and
no longer bear interest ; one bond of the City of Portsmouth,
dated Dec. 31st, 1898, for $65,000 00; no interest has ever
been paid on this bond.
855 shares Boston & Maine railroad.
Portsmouth Savings Bank book, $629 10.






March 2, 1903, examined and approved.
John Pender, Mayor.
John Laightox, Auditor.
Chas. E. Bailey, Aldertnan.
Water Commissioners^ Report.
7o t/ie City Conncih of the City of Portsmouth :
Your Board of Water Commissioners, in submittng their
report for the year 1902, desire to call your attention espec-
ially to the fact, that the rapid growth of the city, and the
coming into our midst of new industries, requiring large sup-
plies of water, rendered it evident that the present water sup-
ply is altogether inadequate to our needs. We therefore asked
and obtained permission to enlarge the water system, by in-
stalling an additional plant on Peverly Brook in Newington.
This system is being rapidly pushed to completion, and will
be ready for distribution in the spring.
The present system of pipes has been added to somewhat in
the new streets thrown open to settlement, the extensions of
mains being as follows : Six hundred feet on Willard avenue,
fi\c hundred feet on Kent street, five hundred feet on Elwyn
avenue, two hundred and fifty feet on Woodbury avenue and
Dennett street, one hundred feet on South street, three hundred
feet on Newton court, one hundred and fifty feet on Rockland
street, two hundred feet on Leavitt avenue, besides several short
stretches of pipe in various localities. Other extensions of
mains are constantly being called for, and it will be necessary-
to meet the demand. We deem it to be the true policy to
keep fully abreast of the needs of the community whenever
practicable.
Nearly one hundred new services have been put in and many
old ones reconstructed. Three new hydrants have been set.
We note the fact that nothing whatever has been spent for re-
pairs to old hydrants, a speaking tribute to their excellent
construction. In fact, during the ten years that these hy-
63
drants have been in use, the cost of repairs has been ahiiost
nothino^, thus abundantly justifying the choice made in the









Receipts and Expenditures for the Year 1903.
RECEIPTS.
Balance on hand, from last year,
Received for water rates, $35,170 56
Labor and material, 2,019 42
Rent of house, 162 50
Interest on deposits, 283 89
Sale of bonds, 50,000 00
Premium at 103.16, I10S3 06























F. H. Stearns, $460 00
F. H. Greenough, 550 00
G. W. Wilson, 90 00































Treasurer, E. B. Prime,
Insurance,
Freight and teaming.
Repairs to standpipe and painting.
Repairs to tenement and painting.




Peverly Brook (new water supply).
Land damages and rights of way,
Surveying and engineering,




Pipe, valves, special fittings, etc..




Expenses of delivery and collection,
Lumber,
















To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
Gentlemen—The following is the report of the Treasurer
of the Public Library for the period ending December 31,
1902.
RECEIPTS.






Binding and replacing worn books.
Insurance and insurance reserve,
J. P. Sweetser's bill.
R. I. Walden's bill,
Moses Bros.' bill,
Library Bureau's bill,
G. A. Jackson's bill,
Water bill, two years,
$2,700 oc
Coal and other bills amounting to $300 unpaid.
INVESTED FUNDS ACCOUNTS.
The income to be expended only for books for the Library,
$500
6S
Balance on deposit December 31,
1902, $1,175 00
Interest received from bonds and
banks, 540 33==^ ibi,7i5 23
Paid book committee for new books, 540 33
Amount of deposit in Savings Bank,
December 31, 1902, $1,175 ^^
The following are the donors to the Invested Funds account :
1883, Miss H. L. Penhallovv, $1,000 00
1883, Miss Ellen Pickett, 76 00
1888, Mrs. Joshua Brooks, 528 00
1889, Mrs. Mary Hackett Goodwin, 150 00
1891, Miss Louisa Simes, roo 00
1898, Miss Charlotte M. Haven, 6,000 00
1899, Miss Mary D. Parker, 500 00
1899, Mrs. Marcy E. Ladd, 1,821 00
1899, Marcellus Eldredge, 5,000 00
- $15,175 00
The invested funds consist of
8 Portsmouth City 4 per cent, bonds,
at par, $8,000 00
I County of Rockingham 31-3 per
cent bond, at par, 1,000 00
5 County of Rockingham 3 per cent.
bonds, at par, 5,000 00







Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 31, 1903.
To the Trustees of the Portsfnouth Public Libra/y
:
I hereby certify that as holder of the escutcheon key to the
safe deposit lock in the First National Bank vault, I examined
the box, the key to which is held by the Treasurer of the Pub-
lic Library, and found therein : 8 bonds of the City of Ports-
mouth 4 per cent, loan, of $1,000 each; i bond Rockingham
County 3 1-2 per cent, loan of $1,000; 5 bonds Rockingham
County 3 per cent, loan of $1,000 each, and Savings Bank
book with deposit amounting to $1,175, belonging to the In-
vested Funds account of the Portsmouth Public Library.
JOHN PENDER, Mayor.
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
For the year ending Dec. 31, 1902.
To His Honor the flavor and tJie Trustees of the Public
Library
:
Following is the report of the Librarian for 1902
—
Books in the library January i, 1902, ^7^73°
Purchased during year, 524
Presented, 15°
Bound magazines, etc., 291
18,695
W^orn out and lost, 207
In library January i, 1903, 18,488
Pamphlets in library, i?7^6
Books loaned during the year, 40,622
Per cent, of fiction, 64
Cards issued, 7^^
Monthly, quarterly and weekly magazines and
papers taken serially, 24
Fines collected, $139 07
Expended for stationery and incidentals, $124 48
Cash on hand January i, 1903, $14 59
70
BOOKS PRESENTED TO I.IUKAKY
BY
Godfrey Sweven, i Vol.
John C. Haines, i
Lewis W. Brewster, 58
State Government, 8
James Creelman, i
U. S. Government, 16
Smithsonian Institution, 6
Collier's Weekly, 3
William F. Hoelin, i
Miss Abby Pickering, 5
Mrs. Ariadne S. Vennard, 5
Miss Helen B. Vennard, 17S pamphlets.
Mrs. Arthur Carey, 11
Mrs. E. A. Moses, 4
Chicago & N. W. Railway Co., i
Rev. D. H. Smith,
"
i
F. B. Stephenson, M. D., U. S. N., 5
James H. Hyde, i
Lysander Salmon Richards, i
S. M. Biddle, I
Hon. Samuel C. Eastman, i
James M. Barnard, 3
Col. John C. Linehan, i
Mrs. Pruyn, Albany, 2
Thomas W. Lawson, i
F. E. Langdon, • S •
C. F. Taylor, i
Charles H. Vail, i
Mrs. C. H. Dall, i
C. S. Gurney, i






Portsmouth, N. H., March 31st, 1902.
To the Board of Police Com?mssioners
:
Gentlemen— I have the honor to submit the following report
for the quarter ending at date, with amount of fines and costs
collected :






Practicing medicine without license,
Runaway boys,
Run away from home, 2
Safe keeping, 14
Shipwrecked men cared for, 10





Using profane language, i
Vagrants, 4
Store doors found open, 4
Street lights reported out, 47
Truant cards investigated, 47
Ambulance called into use, 2^^
Amount of fines and costs, $-39 73
Received of G. Ralph Laighton, for
bank watch, 125 00
Received of Sheriff M. M. Collis, 7 00
'5/i /5
Amount paid out for witness fees,





The within report of the City Marshal of the City of Ports-
mouth, N. H., for the quarter ending March 31st, 1902, is
73
hereby accepted and adopted as the report of the Police Com-
missioners of said city.
A. F. HOWARD,
JOHN E. DIMICK, .
JOHN J. LASKEY,
Police Covimissioners.
PoRTSAiouTH, N. H., June 30th, 1902.
To the Board of Police Commissioners
:
Gentlemen— I have the honor to submit the following report
for the quarter ending at date, with amount of fines and costs
collected :
NUMBER OF ARRESTS AND CAUSE OF ARRESTS.
Assault, 37
Assault on officer, i
Bastardy, i
Begging, 2
Boarding house beat, i
Brawl and tumult, 3









Interfering with officer, i
Keeping malt liquor for sale, 3
Keeping open after hours, 2






Non-support of family, i
Obtaining money under false pretenses, i
Peddling without license, 4
Playing ball in street, 4
Runaway boys, 5
Safe keeping, 15
Selling malt liquors, 3
Selling spirituous liquors, - i
Selling cider, i
Shoplifting, i









Violating city ordinance, 3
Violating school law, 3
Store doors found open, 5
Street lights reported out, 17
Truant cards investigated, 50
Ambulance called into use, 35
Value of stolen property recovered and returned
to owners, $250 00
Amount of fines and costs, $666 42
Received of G, Ralph Laighton, for
bank watch, 125 00
Total, ==r $791 43
Amount paid out for witness fees,






The within report of the City Marshal of the City of Ports-
mouth, N. H., for the quarter ending June 30th, 1902, is
hereby accepted and adopted as the report of the Police Com-





REPORT OF DOG OFFICER ROBERT E. HODGKINS.
Number of dogs licensed, 572
Number of female dogs, 80
Number of dogs given for license, 7
Number of dogs killed, 21
Whole amount of money for licenses, $1,384 00
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT E. HODGKINS.
Portsmouth, N. H., September 30th, 1902.
To the Board of Police Comtnissioners
:
Gentlemen—I have the honor to submit the following report
for the quarter ending at date, with amount of fines and costs
collected
;
NUMBER OF ARRESTS AND CAUSE OF ARRESTS.




Boarding house beat, 2
Brawl and tumult, i










Interfering with officer, • i
Keeping malt liquor for sale, t;
Larceny, 32






Receiving stolen property, i
Run away from home, i
Safe keeping, 44
Selling spirituous liquors, i




Store doors found open, 10
Street lights reported out, 140
Truant cards investigated, 8
Ambulance called into use, 20
Value of stolen property recovered and returned
to owners, $4-5 00
Amount of fines and costs, $848 14
Received of G. Ralph Laighton, for
bank watch, i 25 00
Received of M. M. Collis, sheriff, 19 04
Total, ^== $992 18
Amount paid out for witness fees, conveying
prisoners, etc., $65 93
Total, $926 25
77




The within report of the City Marshal of the City of Ports-
mouth, N. H., for the quarter ending September 30th, 1903,
is hereb}^ accepted and adopted as the report of the Police





Portsmouth, N. H., December 31st, 1902.
To the Board of Police Commissioners
:
Gentlemen—I have the honor to submit the following report
for the quarter ending at date, with amount of fines and costs
collected :
NUMBER OF ARRESTS AND CAUSE OF ARRESTS.
Adultery, 6




Boarding house beat, 2
Brawl and tumult, 1
1
Breaking and entering, . 13
Deserters, 6
Discharging firearms, ' i




Drunks before the court, 82
Embezzlement, i
Escaped prisoners, i
Evading car fare, 3
Exposing person, 1
Fornication, 2
Idle and disorderly, i
Insult, 1
Keeping malt liquor for sale, 4
Keeping open after hours, i
Larceny, 9




Obtaining goods vuider false pretenses, i
Profanity, 1
Receiving stolen property, i
Runaway boys, 2
Run away from home, i
Safe keeping, 22
Selling malt liquor, 1
Shipwrecked men cared for, 2





Store doors found open, 13
Street lights reported out, 118
Truant cards investigated, 37
Ambulance called into use, 28
Value of stolen property recovered and returned
to owners, $^379 00
79
Amount of fines and costs, $492 96
Received of G. Ralph Laighton, for
bank watch, 125 00
Received of M. M. Collis, sheriff, 9 79
Total, - $637 75
Amount paid out for witness fees,





The within report of the City Marshal of the City of Ports-
mouth, N. H., for the quarter ending December 31st, 1903, is
hereby accepted and adopted as the report of the Police Com-






Portsmouth, N. H,, Dec. 31, 1903.
To the City Councils of the City of Portsmouth :
Since the undersigned took office last March, the city has
been comparatively free from litigation. The suit of J. A.
& A. W. Walker, for breach of the contract to furnish the
schools with coal, was entered at the April term of the Su-
perior Court. The case was heard at the adjourned October
term before Judge Young, who awarded the plaintiffs two
hundred dollars damages.
The Board of Mayor and Aldermen, in or about April last,
passed a vote directing the City Solicitor to use such legal
means as he should deem advisable, to collect sums due the
city for back taxes, and unpaid sewer and sidewalk assess-
ments. The records of the street department showed but a
small amount due the city. The impaid taxes amounted to a
much larger sum, roughly about two thousand dollars each
year. The city had never taken any deeds for the property
it had bid in at the tax sales, and the tax lien of one year given
by statute had expired. As a result, the city had merely a
personal claim for the taxes against the person who owned
the property at the time it was assessed. As many of the
owners had died, moved away, or sold their property, or are
not to-day financially able to pay, but a comparatively small
amount could be collected.
On May 30 last, the undersigned sent bills to such persons
whose present address could be found. As a response, the
svun of $719 98 has been paid the citv through the solicitor,
and also some payments were made direct to the city treas-
urer. A schedule showing dates and amounts, and from whom
8i
received, has been filed by the undersigned with the city clerk.
At the October term, suits were brought against ten of those
who failed to pay, which suits are still pending.
Petitions for abatement are before the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen in regard to two or three instances, and as regards















^ John Pender Mayor ^ and Gentlemen of the
City Councils:
Gentlemen—In compliance with the laws and ordinances
of the City of Portsmouth, I herewith submit my annual report
of the condition of the department for the year ending Dec.
31, 1903.
The city has been particularly fortunate as to losses by fire
during the year just closed, considering the fact that the de-
partment had several fires the first of the year that had a very
threatening look at the start, especially the fires in the Times
building and McCue's stable, but in both instances they were
confined within the building in which they originated.
There have been twenty-two (23) bell alarms and fifteen
(15) still alarms, including two double alarms and two gen-
eral alarms. The general alarms were for the fires in the
Times building and McCue's stable, and the double alarms for
the Greenleaf and Bowling Alley fires. Two of the alarms
were for assistance out of town: Jvily 16, at 3.1S p. m., a
telephone message was received from the Hotel Wentworth,
New Castle, asking for assistance in fighting a large woods
fire that was threatening property in the vicinity of the hotel.
Col. Sise engine with hose wagon responded, arriving back
in quarters at 9.30 p. m. On Dec. 17, at 1.20 p. m., a tele-
ephone message was leceived from Newington, asking for
assistance in fighting a fire in the dwelling house of William
Pickering; the Chemical was sent out, doing excellent work,
arriving back in quarters at =5.10 p. m. On Dec. 30, at 6.05
p. m., the department was called to a house on Washington
street from Box 34, where a sad and fatal burning accident
occurred to Mrs. Susan M. Bell, by the upsetting of a lamp.
The value of property endangered by fire where losses have
occurred, as near as can be ascertained,
carried and the amount of insurance paid.
Value of buildings, - - - -









Insurance paid on buildings.
Insurance paid on contents,
$108,650
We have at the present time in use 9,750 feet of 31-2 inch
cotton hose ; of this amount, 7,000 feet is reliable hose that
would stand the pressure expected of it at a large fire, where
the use of steamers would be required ; the remaining 2,750
feet is old and unreliable, having been in service for a great
number of years, and must necessarily be condemned. There
is also Soo feet of hose that has been discarded for fire use, it
having all been tested and found unable to stand the pressure
of our hydrants, which is about 55 pounds. This hose has
been laid aside for sewer department use. I would urgently
recommend the purchase of 1,000 feet of cotton hose each
year, to replace that which must be condemned by reason of
becoming unreliable from constant use and old age.
BUILDINGS.
The buildings occupied by the fire department, as I have
recommended in previous reports, need a great deal of repair-
ing, especially those occupied by Engine 3 and Hook & Lad-
der, and the M. H. Goodrich, No. 4. The latter building, in
particular, should have immediate attention, for it is fast going
to pieces for want of repairs. Again, I wish to call attention
to the heating apparatus in this house, which is one of the
most unsatisfactory and most costly in regard to waste of coal
(especially at the price coal is at present) that we have, and a
great saving in expense could be secured to the city by an im-
mediate change. The building occupied by Engine i, on
Bartlett street, is a new one and in first-class condition. An
addition should be built on this house large enough to keep a
pair of horses, which would increase the efficiency of this
company, it being situated in a section of the city containing
much manufacturing business and where a great many build-
ings are being erected. The building occupied by Engine 2
should have a few minor repairs made to it.
WATER SUPPLY.
There are now one hundred and seventv-seven hvdrants,
one having been added during the year. All the reservoirs
are connected with the city's supply (with the exception of
tlie one on Madison street) and are kept full of water, and
are all in good condition ; but I would again call attention to the
dangerous condition of the coveringf of the Madison street
reservoir, which is fast decaying and falling into the water.
This is an important thing and should have an earlv consider-
ation.
APPARATUS.
The apparatus consists of four steam fire engines, one hook
and ladder truck, one double tank (sixty gallons each) chem-
ical engine, four hose wagons, one supply wagon (in active
service), two hose reels and two hose sleighs, and one exer-
cising wagon. Engines 2 and 3 (since my last report) have
been thoroughly overhauled and repainted at the Manchester
Locomotive Works, at Manchester, and are now (including
Engine i) in first-class condition. During, the coming year
tlie Chemical engine will need a general overhauling and re-
painting ; also. Engine 4 will need a nev\^ set of tubes, renick-
eling and repainting ; the hook and ladder truck is badly iiT
need of new wheels and repainting. The city, as soon as the
finances will allow, should purchase a new truck, as a break-
down to the one now in use is liable to occur at any time by
the wheels being caught in electric car tracks. Tlie depart-
ment should have two trucks.
The department owns eight horses, seven of them being in
;i.ctive service and one being loaned to the street department.
I would urgently recommend the purchase of a pair of horses
immediately to replace the pair no\v on the Chemical engine,
they having passed their usefulness to the department, besides
lieing too slow and heavy for that piece of apparatus. One
of them is wind-broken and liable to collapse in responding to
an alarm at any time, and I would recommend that these
horses be sold.
FIRE ALARM.
This branch of the service has been looked after very thor-
oughly and carefully the past year by the Superintendent, and
I am pleased to say it is now in excellent shape. There have
been added the past year two new boxes, one at the Frank
Jones Brewing Co.'s plant. No. 36, and one at the Morley
Button factory. No. 76. These are private boxes. I would
recommend the addition of two more boxes, one to be placed
at the Central Engine house and one on Cutts street.
I would again urgently recommend the adoption of the stor-
age battery instead of the gravity system now in use in our
city. Up to about five years ago it was the most reliable one
to use in connection with a closed circuit fire alarm. The time
has come, however, when electric light or street railway com-
panies can furnish current far cheaper than can be produced by
the consumption of blue vitriol and zinc. The introduction
of the storage battery has made it possible to utilize this elec-
tric light current, and at the same time secure much more
reliable current to run the various instruments in the fire alarm
circuits. At present, the variation in current between the time
when the battery is all clean and fresh and the time when it
needs cleaning is considerable, as a new cell of gravity will
show one volt and an old cell not more than 3-4 of a volt, a
variation of 25 per cent. With the storage there is a constant
voltage of two volts per cell. This cannot but have its effect
in the operation of the alarm.
Now in regards to the expense of the two systems : The
present battery costs from $1.50 to $3.00 a cell, per year,
for blue vitriol and zinc, leaving the labor out of the question.
The cost of a complete set of storage batteries for the system,
including slate charging boards and racks, would be about
$S^o, and we would save nearly the entire expense of ruiming
our present battery, besides getting better service. The bat-
tery could be placed in our present repeater room without
detriment to the latter machine.
In reference to some means for protecting the central from
foreign currents, I would state that most cities are putting in
slate protector boards, provided with means for safely open-
ing the circuits, both manually and automatically, in case of
an outside cross. To protect from the different currents, it is
necessary to have quite an extensive board—the expense of
the same with frame and labor of installing would be $i^o.
CONCLUSION.
In closing this report, I wish to extend my thanks to His
Honor, Mayor Pender, and the members of the city councils,
and the committee on fire department, for the interest they
have manifested in the welfare of the department ; to the assist-
ant engineers, and the officers and members of the several
companies, wdio by their promptness in the discharge of their
various duties have added much t(j the efficiency of the depart-
ment ; and to the police department for their co-opcratioii..
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN D. RANDALL,
Chief Engineer Pirc Department.
Fire Alarms in 1902.
Still. Jan. i, at 9.40 a.m. Fire in building owned and
occupied by J. A. & A. W. Walker, on Market street. No
damage. Cause, overheated stove.
Still. Jan. i, at 13.50 p.m. Chimney fire in house
owned by Mrs. Sweeney, on Russell street. No damage.
Still. Jan. 5, at 8.50 p.m. Fire in freight car owned by
the Boston & Maine railroad. No damage. Cause, over-
heated stove.
Box 46. Jan. 29, at 5.50 a. m. Fire in wooden dwelling
house on McDonough street, owned by B. Y. Webster and
occupied by W^illiam Corkery. Damage slight. Cause, over-
heated stove.
Still. Jan. 30, at 9.15 a.m. Fire in wooden tenement on
Bridge street, owaied by SyJvester Wright and occupied by
Frank Corson. No damage. Cause, plumber's lamp.
Box 58. Feb. 3, at 7.20 p. m., and second alarm at 7.25,
and at 7.45 assistance asked for from the Navy Yard, for a
fire in the five-story brick building on State street, ow^ned and
occupied by True L. Norris as a printing office. Value of
building, $10,000; insurance on building, $5,000 ; damage to
building, $7,100; insurance paid on building, $5,000 ; value
of contents, $28,000; insurance on contents, $18,000; dam-
age to contents, $13,402.73; insurance paid on contents,
$13,403.73. The wooden building adjoining, owned by Hon.
Frank Jones and occupied by John Graham as a furniture
store, being slightly damaged by w'ater. Value of contents,
$2,000; damage to contents by smoke, $256; insurance on
contents, $1,000; insurance paid on contents, $250. Cause,
unknown.
Still. Feb. 15, at 1.45 p. m. Burning of grass in cem-
etery on Maplewood avenue.
Box 58. Feb. 17, at 8. 50 a. m., and second alarm at 8.55,
followed by a call for assistance from the Navy Yard, for a
fire in the stone and wooden buildings owned and occupied
by Thomas McCue as a livery stable. Value of buildings,
$5,000; damage to buildings, $851 ; insurance on buildings,
$4,000; insurance paid, $851; value of contents, $4,500;
damage to contents, $634.50; insurance on contents, $4,000;
insurance paid on contents, $634.50. Cause, unknown.
Still. Feb. 35, at 1.20 p. m. Chimney fire in house
occupied by Frank H. Meloon, on Court street. No damage.
Box 28. March 35, at 2.15 p. m. Burning of grass on
land owned by Mrs. J, II. Hutchinson, on Lincoln avenue.
No damage.
Box 58. x\pril 9, at 12.55 a. m., and second alarm at 1.05.
Fire in wooden building on Court street, owned by E. G.
Merrick and occupied by Mr. Reece as a bowling alley.
Value of building, $1,000; damage to building, $350; insur-
ance on building, $500 : insurance paid on building, $350;
value of contents, $1,500; damage to contents, $400; insur-
ance on contents, $1,000 ; insurance paid on contents, $377.
Cause, cigar stub.
Box 58. April 34, at 5.50 p. m., and second alarm at 5.55.
Fire in wooden building on Church street, owned by Gardner
J. Greenleaf and occupied by Gardner J. Greenleaf, Charles
H. Hoyt and Pcttigrew & Cox. Value of building, $3,000;
damage to building, $1,000; no insurance. Value of con-
tents, belonging to Gardner J. Greenleaf, $1,000; damage to
contents, $800; no insurance; vAlue of contents belonging to
Charles H. Hoyt, $300; damage to contents, $200; insur-
ance on contents, $300 ; insurance paid, $172 ; value of con-
tents belonging to Pcttigrew & Cox, $500 ; damage to con-
tents, $100; insurance on contents, $300; insurance paid,
$80. Cause, explosion of oil stove.
Box SI- April 3S, at 6.10 a. m. Fire in store of C. Frank
Wells, on Market street. Damage slight. Cause, lighted
cisfar in sawdust box.
Still. April 26, at 10.15 ^* *^^' Chimney fire in, house
on Hill street, owned by Dennis Reagan and occupied by Mrs.
Wentworth. No damage.
Box 58. May 30, at S.55 p. m. Fire in wooden building
on Vaughan street, owned by Dr. F. E. Potter and occupied
by Wood Brothers as a livery stable. Value of building,
$15,000; damage to building, $400 ; insurance on building,
$1,000; insurance paid on building, $4^0; value of contents,
$10,000; damage to contents, $400 ; insurance on contents,
$1,500; insurance paid on contents, $218. =^0. Cause, explo-
sion of lantern.
Still. May 30, at 10.45 P- "^- Chemical called to Wood
Brothers' stable on Vaughan street.
Box 8. July 16, at 3.15 p. m. Call for assistance from
Hotel Wentworth, at New Castle, to fight a large woods fire.
Box 78. Aug. 2, at 1 1. 15 p. m. Fire in wooden storage
building owned by the Morley Button Factory, on Islington
street. Value of building, $"^00; total loss; no insurance;
value of contents, $250; damage to contents, $100; no insur-
ance. Cause, spontaneous combustion.
Box 43. vSept. 5, at 3.05 p. m. Fire on roof of wooden
tenement on McDonough street, owned by John Hahir. Dam-
age slight. Cause, spark from locomotive.
Still. Sept. 25, at 6.10 a. m. Chimney fire in house on
Fleet street, owned by the estate of Charles H. Mendum and
occupied by Charles Goodwin. No damage.
Still. Sept. 30, at 3.30 p. m. Chemical called to the
Winchester block on Congress street, occupied by Baldwin A.
Reich, for a slight fire caused by the explosion of an oil stove.
No damage.
Still. Oct. 11, at 4.10 a.m. Fire in the old Court House
on Court street, owned by the City of Portsmouth and occvi-
pied by Company B as an armory. Loss about $100. Cause,
cigar stub.
Still. Oct. 17, at 3.30 p. m. Chimney fire in house
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occupied by jVIrs. Roxy Lane, on Russell street. No damage.
Still. Oct. 26, at 5.35 p. m. Fire in coal bunkers of
the Frank Jones Brewing Conipany's plant. Loss about
$150; insured.
Still. Nov. 15, at 12.05 P- '"• Chimney fire in house
on Jackson street, occupied by William Norton. No damage.
Still. Nov. 17, at 6.40 p. m. Chemical called to house
on LI ill street, owned by the Garrett estate and occupied by
C. De Long, for a slight fire on roof, caused by sparks from
chimney. No damage.
Box 43. Nov. 23, at 9.30 p, m. Fire in ^vooden tene-
ment on Islington street, owned and occupied by Lewis E.
.Staples. Value of building, $2,^00; damage to building,
$100; insurance on building, $2,000; value of contents,
$2,000; damage to contents, $125; insurance on contents,
$1,000; insurance, paid on contents, $125. Cause, overturn-
ing of a candle.
Box 53. Nov. 27, at 4.30 p. m. Fire in basement of
wooden building known as the Langdon House, on Vaughan
street, owned by the estate of Joseph H. Thachcr, and occu-
pied by George E. Weiser. Value of building, $10,000;
damage to building, $25 ; insurance on building, $8,500; in-
surance paid on building, $25; value of contents, $4,000;
damage to contents, $25 ; insurance on contents, $2,500.
Cause, explosion of gas.
Box 41. Nov. 28, at 12.30 p. m. Fire in basement of
wooden tenement on Summer street, owned by Thomas LI.
Rider and occupied by Frank P. Preston. Value of building,
$3,000; damage to building, $175; insurance on building,
$2,700 ; insurance paid on building, $163 ; value of contents,
$1,500; damage to contents, $100; insurance on contents,
$1,250; damage to contents, $100; insurance paid on con-
tents, $100. Cause, overheated furnace.
Still. Dec. 5, at 6.40 a. m. Chimnev fire in house of
Ned Lcary, on Morning street. No damage.
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Box 35. Dec. 7, at 8.40 p. m. Fire in closet of tenement
house occupied by George A. Wood, on Highland street. No
damage to building. Damage to contents about $75. Cause,
hanging of clothing near stove funnel.
Box 7. Dec. 8, at 8 a. m. Fire in tenement house owned
by Joseph Hett and occupied by James O. Cornish, on Maple-
wood avenue. Value of building, $2,500 ; damage to build-
ing, $300; insurance on building, $1,850; insurance paid on
building, $335 ; value of contents, $600; damage to con-
tents, $100; no insurance. Cause, thawing of water pipe.
Still. Dec. 17, at 1.20 p. ni. Call for assistance from
Newington.
Box 8. Dec. 22, at 6.25 a. m. Fire in wooden building
containing lime and cement, belonging to the White Mountain
Paper Company, at Freeman's Point. Loss about $1,000;
insurance, $500.
Box 24. Dec. 30, at 6.05 p. m. Fire in wooden tenement
house on Washington street, owned by William O. Junkins
and occupied by Mrs. vSusan M. Bell and Mrs. Zambelli.
Insurance on building, $1000 ; damage slight. Cause, over-
turned lamp.
Roll of the Fire Department.
BOARD OF ENGINEERS.





Lorenzo T. Burnham, J
Henry P. Payne, Clerk of Fire Department.
William Ballard, Superintendent of Fire Alarm.
\ Assistant Emrineers.
SAGAMORE ENGINE CO., NO. \.
Thomas A. Moran, Captain.
Michael McCarthy, Lieutenant.
Michael F. Canty, Clerk.
John Murphy, Charles D. Varrell,
George E. Kay, Thomas E. Kilroe,
George Cogan, Wilbur Frizzell,
Edward Pendergast, Christopher Newton,
C. J. O'Keefe.
COL. SISE ENGINE CO.. NO. 2.
Charles W. Weaver, Captain.
Fred S. Knowles, Lieutenant.
Willard M. Gray, Clerk.
Fred Gray, Steward.
Walter M. Bickford, George Snow,
George E. Cox, Dennis Long,
Fred D. Rand, Herbert H. Call.
Eben W. Rand, George B. Shannon,
George W. Tripp, Frank Moore,
Frank S. Seymour, Frank Cox,
Albert Muchmore.
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KEARSARGE ENGINE CO., NO. 3.
Calvin D, Lear, Captain.
Fred N. Jones, Lieutena7it
.
George R. Palfrey, Clerk.
Herbert E. Fernald, Herbert C. Wallace,
William G. Smart, Harry B. Palfrey,
Henry O. Batten, Edward A. Manent,
Frank P. Downing, Wilbur B. .Shaw,
Morris Tobin, Charles H. Colson,
Wilbur J. Flarmon, H, C. Crompton.
MOSES H. GOODRICH ENGINE CO., NO. 4.
J. Morrison Varrell, Captain.
Edward A. Weeks, Lieutenaiit.
Charles H. Kehoe, Clerk.













W. J. SAMPSON HOOK & LADDER CO., NO. I.
Charles E. Grover, Captain.
John Meloon, Lieutenant.
David E. Junkins, Clerk.















CHEMICAL ENGINE, NO. 5.
Eugene J. Hoyt, Driver ^ permanoit.







ENGINEERS, FIREMEN AND DRIVERS.
EXGIXEERS.
William Hudson, _ _ . Steamer No.
Daniel N. Cox, . . . - Steamer No.
George N. Jones, permanent, - Steamer No.














Hook & Ladder No. i
Steamer No. 3
- Hose No. 3
Supply Wagon
Substitute
SCHEDULE OF PROPERTY BELONGING TO THE
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Hook and ladder truck.
Property in engine room. No. i.
" " " No. 2.
" " " No. 3.
" " " '' No. 4.
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Property in supply wagon house, including exercising wagon,
hose sleighs, supply hose reel, etc.
Property in hose tower, including hose on wagons.
Property in drivers' room.
Fire alarm telegraph.
Eight horses.
Property in charge of J. A. & A. W. Walker.
Property in charge of Veteran Firemen's Association.
Exercising wagon,
Hook and ladder truck.
Property in engine room, No. i,
including engine,
Property in engine room, No. 2,
including engine,
Property in engine room. No. 3,
including engine,
Property in engine room. No. 4,
including engine.
Property in chemical house. No. 5,
Property in supply wagon hovise,
including wagon.
Property in hose tower.





driver, 6 miscellaneous wrenches, 4 pump wrenches, 3 wheel
wrenches, i whip, i small step, i cape wrench, i vise, 4
small oil cans, i rest, i hydrant connection, i mat, i piece
small canvas hose for hydrant connection, i piece of soft can-
vas hose for hydrant connection, i double harness.
Hose Wagon.— Built by Abbott-Downing Co. of Con-
cord, N. H.
; 700 feet cotton fire hose, 5 play pipes, 2 East-
man nozzles, i spray nozzle, 3 Callahan shut-off nozzles, i com-
mon nozzle, 2 hydrant wrenches, i hydrant socket wrench, 8
ladder straps, 6 spanner belts, 15 spanners, i Cooper hose
jacket, I pair extra reins, 2 horse blankets, i whip, 8 rubber
coats, 7 army coats, i canvas cover, 17 fire hats, 3 pairs rub-
ber boots, 2 lanterns, 2 pony extinguishers, i axe, i plaster
hook, I crow-bar, i Eastman holder, 2 pairs extra breeching
straps, I pair rope traces, i harness.
Engine Room.— Two large oil cans, 2 dusters, 2 chamois,
1 piece small rubber hose, i dust pan and brush, 3 long straps,
3 strainers, i iron jack, i wooden jack, 2 fenders, i switch
board, i indicator, 21 1-2 yards matting, i clock, 5 extra
bridles, i gas stove, i wash boiler, 15-lb. coffee can.
Hook and Ladder.— Built by Gleason & Bailey of New
York
; 332 ft. ladders, as follows : One 60-ft. extension, one
50-it. extension, one 30-ft, roof ladder, two 25 -ft., one i6-ft.,
one 33 -ft., one 28-ft., two 30-ft., one 15-ft., one lo-ft, ladder;
18 fire hats, 3 crow-bars, 3 slice bars, 3 drag ropes, 2 axes, 5
brooms, 3 shovels, 5 forks, 4 rakes, 6 short picks, 5 long picks,
2 pony extinguishers, 17 rubber coats, i small can, 5 lanterns,
5 fire buckets, i wire cutter, 5 army coats, i patent bar, i lad-
• der footer, i set of yokes, 2 snow shovels, 2 blankets, i ham-
mer, 2 sets of dogs, 3 extension ladder handles, 2 sledge ham-
mers, I small rope, i ladder lengthener, 2 wheel wrenches, i
seat cushion, charges for pony chemicals, 9 ladder straps, 3
monkey wrenches, i pair blankets, i Eastman deluge set and
holders, 3 nozzles, i i 5-8 inch and i i 3-8 inch.
Hose Tower.— Four thousand one hundred feet cotton
hose, 3 hose tubs, 1 oil can, 4 shovels,' i axe, i hoe, 3 splices.
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I raker, i poker, i small brush, i fire shovel, 3 pairs of steps,
I bushel basket, 2 wooden horses, 3 axe handles, 9 leather
patches, 4 spanner belts, 1 lb. rubber gaskets, 10 bars soap,
5 cans silicon, charges for pony extinguisher, 3 small tunnels,
set of tools for repairing hose, i pair of pole climbers, 100
pieces, 135 feet each, 3-4 rope for drying hose, 135 pins, 50
feet small rubber hose, i window brush, 2 lanterns, 4 large
snap hooks, 3 old signal lanterns, i monkey wrench, 1-4 cord
of wood, 6 snow shovels, Soo feet cotton hose for sewers, i
bushel of salt, 3 tons coal, 2 dozen glass bottles for pony
chemicals.
Sleeping QirARiERS.— Five spring beds, 5 bedsteads, s
hair mattresses, 7 pillows, 5 wardrobes, 34 sheets, 13 pillow
slips, ^ comforters, 6 double blankets, 3 window shades and
fixtures, 3 pairs lace curtains, i clock, i looking glass, i car-
pet, 3 curtain poles, i marble shelf, i house broom, i brusb
broom, 4 chairs, 3 door screens, 3 window screens, i switch
board, i tapper, i steam gauge, 8 face towels.
Work Shop.—One screw driver, i extension bit, i bench
hook, I glue pot, i set Jenning's bits, i fore plane, i smooth
plane, i rip saw, i back saw, i drawing knife, i oil stone in
box, I bit brace, i hammer, i mitre square, i one-half inch
chisel, I one-inch chisel, 3 one and one-half inch chisels, 3
gimlet bits, i hand saw, i oil can, 6 paint brushes, % files, 6
dozen w^ood screws, i lb. glue, i grindstone, i workbench, i
gouge, I Stillson wrench.
Bath Room.— One bath tub, i looking glass, i towel
rack, I rug, i paper rack, 6 rolls toilet paper.
Old Court House.— One hundred pounds cotton waste,
about 13 tons Cannel coal, 150 lbs. excelsior, i syphon pump
for hose, i piece of suction hose, 13 lbs. rotten stone, 6 coal
bags, more or less, i machine for thawing out frozen hydrants,
3 lanterns, i hose pung, about 300 feet condemned hose, i
Bangor ladder, i 30-ft. ladder, i 11^ -ft. ladder.
Supply Wagon.— Four tubs, 2 pails, 2 lanterns, 3 rubber
coats, I copper tunnel, i horse blanket.
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Supply Jumper.— Three spanners, 2 spanner belts, 2 lan-
terns, 2 cranks, 2 wheel wrenches, 3 ladder straps.
INVENTORY OF ARTICLES IN CHARGE OF
SAGAMORE ENGINE CO., NO. i.
Engine.—Built by Amoskeag Manufacturing Co. of Man-
chester, N. H. ; I hammer, i screw driver, i monkey wrench,
4 fork wrenches, i swivel coupling, 2 play pipes, i oil can, 2
fire buckets, 3 pieces of suction hose, ( i piece, S feet ; 2
pieces, 10 feet) ; i strainer and bucket, i shovel, i poker, i
hoe, I slice bar, 2 pieces rubber hose (8 and 10 feet), i rub-
ber coat, I screw jack, 15 feet 3-4 rope, i reducing coupling.
I piece of canvas hose for steamer connection, i piece of small
canvas suction for hydrant connection, 2 step ladders, i bag
of waste, I can kerosene oil, i 1-2 can of polish, i 1-2 can
machine oil, 2 cans axle grease, i dust pan and brush, about
300 lbs. Cannel coal, i mop, 2 brooms, i watering pot, 4 lan-
terns, 2 feet of split wood, 2 water pails, i window brush, i
scraper, about i 1-2 tons stove coal, ^ cross arms, and about
35 pounds of wire for fire alarm, 2 horse blankets, i switch
board, i 6-inch gong, i 30-foot ladder.
IIosE Wagon.—Built by Talbot & Moulton, Portland, Me.
;
1,000 feet of linen hose, 4 fire hats, 12 sou'westers, 12 rubber
coats, 2 pairs rubber boots, 3 play pipes, 2 Callahan shut-off
nozzles, I axe, 6 belts, i Star extinguisher, S spanners, 5 lad-
der straps, 2 play-pipe tips, i hammer, i Cooper hose jacket,
3 lanterns, i 24-foot extension ladder, i 1 1 -foot ladder, i hy-
drant wrench, I suction hose coupling, 2 blankets, i pair of
runners, i pole, i pair of lead bars.
INVENTORY OF ARTICLES IN CHARGE OF
COL. SISE ENGINE CO., NO. 2.
Engine.—Built by Amoskeag Manufacturing Co. of Man-
chester, N. H.
; 3 pieces rubber suction hose, i piece small
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rubber hose, i piece canvas hose for hydrant connection
(small), I piece canvas hose for hydrant connection (large),
3 lanterns, 2 play pipes, i strainer and bucket, 2 fire buckets,
I whip, 3 monkey wrenches, 2 hammers, i screw driver, 11
miscellaneous wrenches, 3 cold chisels, 2 oil cans, i hand
torch, I axe, i shovel, i crow bar, i slice bar, i hoe, i re-
ducing coupling, I mallet, 5 spanners, i suction rope, i sad-
dle, I cushion, 21 valves, 2 horse blankets, i pair lead bars,
I shovel, I ash pan, 2 rubber coats, i double she coupling.
Hose Wagon.—Built by Abbott-Downing Co. of Concord,
N. H. ; 1,200 feet cotton hose, 4 play pipes, 6 lanterns, i
torch, 5 nozzles, i double coupling, 16 rubber coats, i respi-
rator, 2 hydrant wrenches, 5 pairs rubber boots, 8 ladder
straps, 4 spanner straps, 7 spanners, i canvas covering, i crow
bar, I plaster hook, 9 fire hats, i axe, i cushion, i long
piece of 3-4 rope, i Underwriters' fire extinguisher, i Cooper
hose jacket, i Callahan shut-off nozzle.
Engine Room.—One foot of wood, 1-2 ton coal, i clock,
1 wheel jack, i jack screw, i large stove and funnel, i gas
stove and rubber pipe, 2 tin boilers, 6 window screens, 3
tables, 23 chairs, 6 curtains, i signal box board, i tapper, i
automatic switch, 3 frames, 3 snow shovels, 4 brooms, 2 step
ladders, i coffee boiler, 3 water pails, i bench vise, i duster,
2 wash basins, i coal hod, i hose sleigh with 900 feet of hose.
INVENTORY OF ARTICLES IN CHARGE OF
M. H. GOODRICH ENGINE CO., NO. 4.
Engine.—Built by S. S. Nichols & Co. of Burlington, Vt.
;
2 pieces suction hose, bucket and strainer, i piece canvas suc-
tion hose (large), i piece canvas suction hose (small), 2 play
pipes, I shovel, i hoe, i poker, 3 fire buckets, 4 lanterns, i
torch, I swivel coupling, 2 spanners, i hydrant wrench, i
suction spanner, 5 cold chisels, i hammer, i file, 3 screw
drivers, 3 screw wrenches, i large screw wrench, i Stillson
pipe wrench, i small wrench, i packing hook, 3 wheel
wrenches, i slice bar.
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Hose Wagon.—Built by Abbott-Downing Co. of Concord,
N. H. ; I pair shafts, i,ioo feet cotton hose, 3 play pipes, 4
lanterns, 14 rubber coats, 2 rubber suit-, 5 army coats, i hy-
drant wrench, 2 respirators, i hand saw, 2 axes, i crow-bar,
I Cooper hose patch, 3 nozzles, 6 ladder straps, 7 spanner
belts, 14 spanners, 16 fire hats, i Ur.derwriters' fire extin-
guisher, I pair of rubber boots, i plaster hook, 2 Callahan
shut-off nozzles.
Engine Room.— i snow shovel, i 3-gallon can, i house
broom, i brush broom, i wheel jack, i bench vise, i step lad-
der, 17 chairs.
INVENTORY OF ARTICLES IN CHARGE OF
CHEMICAL ENGINE, NO. 5.
Chemical Engine.— Built by Cliarles T. Holloway, of
Baltimore, Md. ; i pair swing harnesses, 31^0 feet chemical
hose, 2 rubber coats, 2 pairs rubber boots, 2 lanterns, i ex-
tension ladder, 2 hose nozzles, 2 vitriol bottles, i mallet, 2
large soda cans, 2 small soda cans, 3 wrenches, i short piece
of hydrant hose, i whip, 2 wheel wrenches, i hydrant wrench.
3 spanners.
Stablp:.— One pair horses, 3 extra bridles, 2 extra horse
collars, I hoe, 2 rakes, 2 stall pans, i grain chest, 2 cribs, i
watering trough, i hay fork, i shovel, 2 brushes, 2 curry
combs, I mane comb, 1 mane brush, i scraper, i pair stall
doors, 2 surcingles, i screen door, 5 window screens, 2
sponges, 4 horse blankets, i ton hay, about 300 lbs. straw.
Engine Room.— One pair harness hangers, i carboy of
vitriol, 2 snow shovels, i keg of soda, i pair hub runners, i
vitriol pitcher, i kerosene can, i mop, i step ladder, 3 ash
pans, I hot water heater, i poker, i tube cleaner, i sliding
pole, I switch-board, i automatic switch, i indicator, 36 yards
hemp carpeting, i stove.
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INVENTORY OF PROPERTY OF FIRE ALARM
TELEGRAPH.
One 4-circuit repeater, 4 galvanometers, i switch-board, 4
plug switches, 6 electric light protectors, 117 i-gallon jars
battery, 129 zincs, 2 coppers, 50 lbs. line wire, 10 glass in-
sulators, 3 rubber insulators, 10 glass battery jars, 5 wood
bi'ackets, 3 wood pins, 300 lbs. blue vitriol, i stand for bat-
teries, I chest for vitriol, i gas stove, i repeater (nickel) case,
31^ alarm boxes, i No. 2 bell striker, i No. 2 automatic
whistle machine, i steam gong complete, 3 indicators, 6 tap-
pers, I piece rubber hose and nozzle, i thermometer, 2 jack-
knife switches.
INVENTORY OF PROPERTY IN ENGINEERS'
ROOM, CITY HALL.
One desk, i table, 6 chairs, i carpet, i hat rack, i spittoon,
5 pictures, 2 frames, 2 keys for fire alarm boxes, i lot of
stationery, etc.
INVENTORY OF PROPERTY IN CHARGE OF
J. A. & A. W. WALKER.
One 4-wheel hose wagon, 350 feet cotton hose, i play
pipe.
INVENTORY OF PROPERTY IN CHARGE OF
VETERAN FIREMEN'S ASSOCIATION.
Two hundred and fifty feet 21-2 inch cotton hose, 2 span-




One on Market square, brick, - - 20,000
One on School street, brick, . _ . iS,ooo
One on Pleasant street, brick, - - 15,000
One on Austin street, brick, . _ . 12,000
One on Haymarket square, brick, - - 30,000
One on Hanover street (engine house yard), brick, 63,000
One on Boston & Maine railroad, brick, - 37,000
One on Union street (connected with one on Madison
street), wood, . . . . 8,000
One on Madison street, stone, _ . - 45,000
One on Dover street
The reservoirs on Market square. School street. Pleasant
street, Austin street and Haymarket square, are connected with
the water mains, so that we have an inexhaustible supply of
water at all times.
List and Location of Hydrants,
Signifies steamer connection. HMeans four-way hydrant.
Albany street, opposite Jones' cooper shop.
Austin street, oppo.site Winter street,
*Aiistin street, at Dr. Heffenger's.
Bartlett street, near Morning street.
Bartlett street, corner Woodbury avenue.
Bartlett street, opposite Pine street.
Bow street, corner Ceres street.
*Bow street, opposite Chapel street.
Bow street, near office of Portsmouth Brewing Co.
*Boyd road, corner Colonial avenue.
Bridge street, cor. Deer street.
Broad street, near Jeremiah Goodwin's house.
Broad street, near Jones avenue.
Broad street, corner Rockland street.
Broad street, corner Lincoln avenue.
Cabot street, corner Austin street.
Cass street, corner State street.
Cass street, between State and Middle streets.
Charles street, corner Atkinson street.
* Chestnut street, corner Porter street.
Clinton street, corner Stark street.
Congress street, corner Chestnut street.
*Congress street, corner Fleet street.
II
Congress street, corner High street.
*Court street, between Mark and Rogers streets.
*Court street, near Fleet street.
*Court street, corner Pleasant street.
*Court street, corner Washington street.
Court street, corner Atkinson street.
Court street, corner Water street.
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*Cottagc street, corner Colonial avenue.
Daniel street, corner Market square.
*Daniel street, between Penhallow and Linden streets.
*Daniel street, corner Chapel street.
*Daniel street, near Navy Yard landing.
Daniel street, corner Bow street.
*Deer street, opposite Boston & Maine railroad restaurant.
Deer street, corner Vaughan street.
Deer street, corner High street.
*Dennett street, at Ward & Co.'s distillery.
* Dennett street, corner Thornton street.
*Dennett street, corner Woodbury avenue.
Elwyn avenue.
*Gates street, corner Water street.
Gates street, corner Mechanic street.
Green street, near Silas Peirce & Co.'s store.
Hancock street, corner Manning street.
*Hanover street, corner Rock street.
Hanover street, corner Parker street.
*Hawthorne street, corner Union street.
Hanover street, corner Bridge street.
Hanover street, corner Vaughan street.
*Hanover street, corner Fleet street.
Hanover street, near corner High street.
*High street, corner School street.
*Highland street, opposite Merrimac street.
*Hill street, between Vaughan and Bridge streets.
*Hill street, corner Autumn street,
*Hunking street, corner Mechanic street.
Islington road, opposite Barberry lane.
* Islington street, opposite Frenchman's lane.
*Islington street, opposite Bartlett street.
*Islington street, corner Cass street.
Islington street, near corner May street.
Islington street, near corner Union street.
* Islington street, near corner Cabot street.
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*Islington street, opposite Cornwall street.
Islington street, corner Brewster street.
* Islington street, corner Pearl street.
Islington street, corner Tanner street.
*Islington street, corner Bridge street.
Jefferson street, corner Liberty street.
Frank Jones Brewing Co.'s yard.
Lincoln avenue, corner Park street.
Lafayette road, near Miss Smith's.
Marcy street, corner Manning place.
*Marcy street, at Meeting House hill.
Marcy street, corner Pleasant street.
Marcy street, corner Salter street.
Marcy street, near South School street.
Madison street, opjDosite Austin street.
Manning street, opposite Howard street.
*Maplewood avenue, at S. L. Davis'.
*Maplewood avenue, near Samuel W. Emery's.
*Maplewood avenue, near John Mooney's.
*Maplewood avenue, opposite R. Clyde Margeson's.
Maplewood avenue, near corner Dennett street.
Maplewood avenue, opposite Prospect street.
II
Market street, corner Ladd street.
*Market street, corner Hanover street.
Market street, opposite William Ward & Sons' office.
Market street, corner Russell street.
Market street, at office of Thomas E. Call.
McDonough street, near corner Dover street.
*McDonough street, opposite Salem street.
McDonough street, opposite Rockingham street.
McDonough street, corner Langdon street.
Middle street, corner Porter street.
Middle street, near house of Miss Ann W. Peirce.
Middle street, corner Richards avenue.
Middle street, corner Miller avenue.
*Middle street, opposite Cabot street.
Middle street, corner Union street.
Middle street, corner Wibird street.
*Middlc street, opposite Cass street.
Middle street, opposite West street.
*Middle street, at Charles E. Walker's.
Middle road, near Mr. McCarthy's.
Middle road, near Plains.
*Middle road, near Frank S. Newton's.
*Middlc road, opposite Spinney's road.
*Middle road, near James W. Schurman's house,
*Middle road, near William N. Redden's house.
*Middle road, near icehouse.
*Middle road, opposite Mr. Trueman's house.
Miller avenue, opposite Merrimac street.
Miller avenue, corner Highland street.
*Miller avenue, corner Spring street.
Miller avenue, near South street.
Morning street, near Mrs. Reed's.
Myrtle street, opposite William Varney's.
*Northwest street, at Alfred C. Hoyt's.
New Castle avenue, at Charles H. Tucker's.
New Castle avenue, corner Marcv street.
*Orchard street, corner Ash street.
Pine street, corner Stark street.
*Pleasant street, near Gates street.
*Pleasant street, corner Manning street.
Pleasant street, near Univcrsalist church.
*Portsmouth Shoe Co.'s yard, east end.
*Portsmouth vShoe Co.'s yard, west end.
Pumping Station, Portsmouth Water Works.
Raynes avenue, corner Maplewood avenue.
*Richards avenue, at J. M. Sheldon's.
Richards avenue, corner Rockland street.
Richards avenue, corner Lincoln avenue.
*Richards avenue, opposite Mr. Tuft's house.
Russell street, opposite Wall street.
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Sagamore road, near South End.
Sagamore road, opposite Mr. Raitt's house.
*Sagamore road, near entrance to Hall farm.
*Sagamore road, corner Jones avenue.
*Sagamore road, corner Little Harbor road.
Sheafe street, between Penhallow and Chapel streets.
*State street, opposite Madison street.
State street, corner Union street.
*State street, corner Cabot street.
* State street, at C. E. Hatch's.
State street, near Miss Susan P. Spaulding's.
State street, corner Middle street.
*State street, corner Fleet street.
II
State street, corner Fleet street.
*State street, corner Penhallow street.
*State street, corner Chapel street.
II
State street, opposite Water street.
South street, opposite Johnson's court.
South street, opposite A. B. Trefethen's.
South street, corner Mt. Vernon street.
South street, corner Broad street.
South street, near Jacob Burns'.
South street, corner Lafayette road.
Summer street, at Catholic church.
Thornton street, opposite Sparhawk street.
Thornton street, opposite Stark street.
II
Union street, corner Austin street.
Union street, near Wibird street.
L^nion street, corner Lincoln avenue.
Vaughan street, opposite School street.
*Vaughan street, corner Maplewood avenue.
Vaughan street, corner Jackson street.
Washington street, corner Richmond street.
*Washington street, corner Gates street.
Washington street, corner Pleasant street.
*W^ater street, corner Charles street.
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Wibird street, between Wibird place and Hawthorne street,
*Wibird street, corner South street.
*Woodbury avenue, corner Morning street.
Woodbury avenue, opposite Thornton street.
II J. A. & A. W. Walker's wharf, rear of office.
Portsmouth Fire Alarm Telegraph.
l^ox J. Corner De?inctt and TJiorntoti Streets.
Keys at William Hudson's, 4c; Dennett street, William
Hunter's (corner Dennett and Thornton streets) , Byron
Dame's, 48 Dennett street.
Box 7. Corner Dennett Street and Maplewood Avenue.
Keys at P. E. Woods', 39 Maplewood avenue, N. N.
Whitney's, 6 Dennett street, John Milton's store and
G. R. Palfrey's store, Maplewood avenue.
Box 8. Police Station. [For assistance out of town.]
Key at Police Station.
Box g. Corner Deer and VaiigJian Streets.
Keys at B. & M. station. Ports. Furniture Co.'s store,
M. Leighton's, 36 Vaughan street, R. H. Hall's, 31
Vaughan street, W. S. Lord's, 3i Deer street.
Box 14. Corner Market and Russell Streets.
Keys at S. B. Lurvey's, 18 Russell street, J. A. & A. W.
Walker's office, night watphman at Concord railroad
wharf, W. H. Staples' store. Market street.
JJox 16. Corner High and Hanover Streets.
Keys at Mrs. W. F. Noyes', 34 High street (corner Han-
over street), G. W. Green's, 15 High street, Pendexter's
shop, 13 Hanover street.
Box ly. Comer Daniel and Bow Streets.
Keys at Portsmouth Brewery, Gas House, John H.
Broughton's office, Daniel street.
Box ig. Corner Water and Court Streets.
Keys at J.J. Fletcher's (corner Court and Water streets),
Mrs. Annie J. Dixon's house (opposite corner), O. L.
Johnson's (corner Court and Liberty streets).
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Box 2J. Corner State and Washington Streets.
Keys at Alvin's store, Mrs. M. Martin's, 39 State street,
Menke's bakery.
Box 24. Corner Gates atzd Washington Streets.
Keys at Josiah F. Adams', 27 Washington street, D. H.
Trefethen's, 3 Gates street, P. M. Spinney's, 31 Wash-
ington street.
Box 2j. South Wardroom.
Keys at Chas. E. Leach, Jr's, 62 Marcy street, Edward
Russell's, 69 1-2 Marcy street, C. M. Hayford's, Meeting
House hill.
Box 26. Haven Schoolho7tse.
Keys at Samuel M. Joy's, 4 South School street, G. R.
Woods', II South street, A. M. Gardner's, 10 1-2 South
street.
Box 28. Corner Broad Street and Lincoln Avenue.
Keys at Mrs. J. H. Hutchinson's, 7 Lincoln avenvie (cor-
ner Broad street), W. W. Mclntire's, 12 Lincoln avenue
(corner Broad street), L. G. Davis' (corner Broad and
Highland streets).
7^ox 2g. Corner Wibird and Haxvthorne Streets.
Keys at John S. Tilton's, 40 Wibird street, Frank Pike's,
Hawthorne street, Mrs. John McCaffery's, 29 Wibird
street, Michael Sheridan's, 46 Wibird street.
Box J2. Aliddle Street Chjirch., Corner State Street
.
Keys at C. H. Clough's, 89 State street, S. Dodge's, 102
State street (corner Middle street), John H. Cheever's,
91 State street, Rockingham House.
Box jj. A. E. Rand''s Store., Middle Street.
Keys at Rand's store, E. F. Hall's, 52 Middle street,
C. F. Eastman's, 54 Middle street.
Box 36. Frank Jones Brezving Co.' s Plant. [Private.]
Key at Brewery.
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Box jy. Corner Islington and Cass Streets.
Keys at John S. Young's store (corner Islington and Cass
streets), G. IT. Smith's 86 Islington street, Robert Mil-
ler's, 84 Islington street.
Box j8. Eldredge's Brezvery. [Private]
Key at Brewery.
Box JQ. Spalding Schoolhouse., Bartlett Street.
Keys at C. C. Charlsen's, i Clinton street, Heiiry New-
ick's (corner Bartlett street and Woodbury avenue), G.
H. Alton's, 17 Bartlett street.
Box 41 . Cornier Austin and Sunnncr Streets.
Keys at Mrs. James W. Wingate's, 5 Austin street (cor-
ner Summer street), Charles Richards', 9 Summer street
(corner Austin street), B. F. Lombard's, Summer street
(corner Austin street).
Box 4J. Corner Cabot and Islington Streets.
Keys at Hiram C. Locke's, 54 Islington street (corner
Cabot street), Mrs. Charles A. Green's, 45 Cabot street,
39 Islington street (corner Cabot street), W. H. Fay's,
48 Islington street.
Box 4^. Portsmouth Shoe Factory., Islington Street.
Key at Shoe Factory.
Box 46. Corner McDofiough and Brewster Streets.
Keys at Miss Ann Nugent's, 3 McDonough street, Ward
& Co.'s store, McDonough street, James Moran's (cor-
ner McDonough and Brewster streets).
Box 48. Corner Hanover and Bridge Streets.
Keys at Maddock's store, James Kehoe's, 21 Bridge
street, Mrs. J. Critchley's (corner Bridge and Hanover
streets). Grain Elevator.
Box ji. Corner Market and Bow Streets.
Keys at W. E. Paul's store, A. N. Wells', 55 Market
street, J. J. Hill's (corner Ceres and Bow streets).
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Box 5J. Kcarsarge House^ Congress Street.
Keys at Kearsarge House, Stoddard's stable, Wood
Brothers' stable, Canney's music store, Congress street.
Box §8. Police Station.
Key at Station.
Box 6j. Corner Miller Avenue atid Rockland Street.
Keys at Andrew P. Preston's (corner Rockland street
and Miller avenue), E. iVI. Jewett's (corner Rockland
street and Miller avenue), Fred H. Ward's, i Miller
avenue.
Box 67. Corner Middle Street and Lafavctte Road.
Keys at John F, Leavitt's, Middle street, Charles E.
Walker's, Middle street, W. C. Walton's, Middle street,
Charles E. Trafton's (corner .South street and Lafayette
road).
Box yj. Corner Moodbnry and Echo Az'en?/es.
Keys at Ira Whidden's, Echo avenue, James Garland's,
Woodbury avenue, Charles E. Hodgdon's, Woodbury
avenue, H. W. Pearson's store, Woodbury avenue.
Box 7<5. Morley Bntton factory. [Private.]
Key at Factory.
Box yS. Jiinctio?! Islington Street and Spinney Road.
Keys at Harry J. Freeman's, Islington street, Morley
Button Factory, Islington street, D. W. Wardwoll's,
vSpinney road.
Box 84. Corner South Street and Sagamore Road.
Keys at Michael J. Griffin's (corner Richards avenue and
South street), Mrs. Albert Goss', 12 Miller avenue, Jere-
niiah Goodwin's, Broad street, Edward C, Matthews',
.South street.
Box 86. Sagamore Road., near Little Harbor Road
.
Keys at A. A. Carey's, Litde Harbor road, William
Dunn's, .Sagamore road, J. R. Holmes', Sagamore road,
I'rank 'rrcfcthen's, .Sagamore road, Mrs. Fuller's, Saga-
more roatl.
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Near each fire alarm box can be found a smaller one con-
taining a key. In case of fire, break the glass and take out
the key ; then unlock the box, pull down the hook once as far
as you can and then let go.




Kearsarge Engine, No. 3, 32-3.
Sagamore Engine, No. i, 141 -13.
Superintendent of Fire Alarm, 1 1:5-2.
Chief Engineer's Office, 235-3.
Chief Engineer's House, 20S-5.
INSTRUCTIONS TO KEY-HOLDERS
AND CITIZENS.
1. Upon the discovery of a fire, notice should immediatelv
be communicated to the nearest alarm box. Keys are gen-
erally found at the houses nearest the box, and with the police.
2. Key-holders, upon the discovery of a fire or positive in-
formation of one, will unlock the box, pull down the hook
once as far as it will go without jerking and then let go.
vShut the door but do not try to remove the key, being locked
in by a trap lock and can only be removed by a release key,
which is carried by each of the Engineers, and they will as
soon as convenient return and release it.
3. All persons giving alarms are requested to remain by
the box a moment, and if no clicking is heard in the box pull
down again ; if you still hear no clicking, go to the nearest
box and give an alarm from that.
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4- Never signal for a fire seen at a distance. Never touch
the box except to give an alarm of fire. Give an alarm for
no cause other than actual fire. Don^ t give an alarmfor a
chimneyJire.
5. Never let the key go out of your possession unless called
for by the Chief Engineer. Ifyou change your residence or
place of business where the key is kept^ return the key to the
Chief Engineer.
6. Owners and occupants of buildings are requested to
inform themselves of the location of alarm boxes near their
property ; also all places where the keys are kept. Be sure
the alarms are promptly and properly given.
7. All alarms will be sounded from the North Church. bell,
the steam gong at Electric Light Station, also the whistle at
Eldredge's Brewery, and repeated three times.
8. One blow will be struck each day at 8.30 a. m. ; also,
Cambridge time will be struck each day at 12.30 p. m., from
Fred L. Martin's store.
SCHOOL SIGNALS.
Two blows repeated three times at 7.45 a, m,, cancels the
forenoon session for all schools; at 8.15 a. m., cancels the
forenoon session for the four lowest grades and the kindergar-
tens ; at 12.4!^ p. m., cancels the afternoon session for all
grades; at 1.15 p. m., cancels the afternoon session for the
four lower g-rades.
CHIMNEY FIRES, Etc.
In case a tire is onlv in a chimney, oris one that in the judg-
ment of the discoverer may easily be extinguished without the
aid of the entire fire department, the Chemical engine may be
promptly summoned by a message to the Chemical house from
one of the following telephone stations :
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Chief Engineer's House.
Central Fire Station, Court street.
Police Station,
Eastern Railroad Telegraph Office.
Eldredge's Brewery Office, Bow street.
Frank Jones' Farm.
Frank Jones Brewing Co., Islington street.
Morley Button Factory, Islington street.
Portsmouth Shoe Co., Islington street.
Charles E. Walker, Water street.
J. A. & A. W. Walker, Market street.
Henry A. Yeaton & Son, Bridge street.
John Grant, Woodbury avenue.
Thomas Entwistle, Cabot street.
Cottage Hospital.
Electric Light Station, Bow street.
R. E. Hannaford, New Castle avenue.
Simon P. Harmon, Marcy street.
Albert E. Rand, Middle street.
ALARM FROM ANOTHER BOX.
After an alarm is given, and before the department is dis-
missed, should an alarm be given from another box, all unem-
ploved companies will respond.
RULES FOR EXERCISING HORSES.
It shall be the duty of the drivers of Engine No. 3, Hose
No. 3, Chemical Engine and Hook and Ladder Truck, to ex-
ercise the horses every day, weather permitting, except Sun-
days, the same to be done within the following limits :
CENTRAL STATION.
North to State street, east to Water street, south to .South
Mill bridge, West to Union street.
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HANOVER STREET STATION.
North to North Mill bridge, east to Market street, south to
Hanover street, west to Dover street.
Drivers must confine themselves to the above, and in no
case take their horses beyond the prescribed limits, except for
shoeing and in case of fire, without permission from the Chief
or an Assistant Engineer, In exercising, care must be taken
to avoid colliding with other teams. In approaching corners,
crossings, street car tracks, and in going down grade, the
speed of the horses must be checked. Any driver violating
these rules will be liable to suspension or discharge.
JOHN D. I^VNDALL,
Chief E}?ghiccr.
Chief Firewards and Engineers.
The follow in<^ is a
Portsmouth and chief
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Alfred T. Joy, 1855
Thomas Norton. 1856
Josiah G. Hadley, 1857
Leonard Cotton, 1858
Josiah G. Hadley, 1859
Charles E. Main, 1860-62
John H. Moran, 1862-67
William B. Grogan, 1867
James A.Waterhouse 1868-70
Stephen L. Marston, 1870-74
Ira C. Seymour, 1874-76
Stephen L. Marston, 1876-77
Samuel S. Fletcher, 1877-79
Stephen L. Marston, 1879-83
Wlllard Sears, 18S3-S4
Herbert A. Marden, 1884-90
J. Frank Shannon, 1890-91
Herbert A. Marden, 1891-95
John D. Randall, 1895-99
Eugene J. Sullivan, 1899-00
John D. Randall, t 1900-03







CITY OF PORTSMOUTH. N. H.,
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31,
1902,

Organization of the Board of Instruction,
J90I-I902.
Hon. John Pender, Chairman^ ex-officio.
Henry C. Morrison, Secretary.
f John Pender, Term expires August i, 1903
j
Sherman T. Newton, " , " 1903
I
Richard I. Walden, " " 1903
[Edward H, Adams, " " 1903
f
Lucius H. Thayer, " " 1904
J
Samuel W. Emery, " " 1904
1 Fred L. Martin, " " 1904
l^ Ceylon Spinney, " " 1904
Calvin Page, " " 1905
George W. McCarthy, " " 1905
Charles E. Hodgdon, " " 1905
(^George W. Pollard, " " 1905
Henry C. Morrison, Superintendent of Schools.
Office Hours : 8.15 to 9 ; 13 to 12.30, every school day, at














Calvin Page, Term expires August i, 1903
Charles E. Hodgdon, " " 1904
Sherman T. Newton, " " 1905
DISTRICT COMMITTEES.
No. I—Hodgdon, Emery, Martin.
No. 2—Thayer, Page, Walden.
No. 3—McCarthy, Newton, Adams.
Report of the Secretary.
To the Board of Instruction :
Gentlemen—The orders drawn upon the city treasurer by
the school department for the year 1902 have amounted to
$41,984.55. Before turning over the repair of schoolhouses
to the Board of Instruction, the Board of Aldermen through
its committee on schoolhouses had expended $615.65. Hence
the total cost of conducting the school department for the year
has been $42,600.20, I submit herewith a statement of the
accounts of the department
:
INCOME.
Balance unexpended in 190 1, $102 68
From Town of Newlngton, tui-
tions for I 90 I, 170 00
Appropriation, $36,155 00
Additional, ordered by Board of
Aldermen from sale of land, 1,200 00
Literary fund, 802 50
Mary Clark fund, 70 00
Tuitions from non-residents, 2,809 ^7
Dog licenses, 961 99
School tax for Town of New-
ington, 16 53
Cash collected for sale of text-
books and supplies, 39 07
Cash collected for sale of old iron
and worn books, 6 79
Cash collected for breakage of
chemical glass ware and other




Salaries of teachers and Superin-
tendent,
Teachers' desk and office supplies.
Conveyance of special teachers and
Superintendent to suburban
schools.




General supplies, $596 48 $781 12
Kindergarten supplies, 62 56 69 89
Laboratory supplies, 104 48 121 90
Drawing supplies, 181 77 219 87
$945 29 $1,192 78
ACCOUNTING AND DISTRIBUTION.




Amount brought forzvard., $i,oi8 12
Craig, Alice M., typewriter sup-
plies, I 50
Crowley, Daniel, teaming, i CK>
Dennett, Charles W., janitors'
supplies, 3 15
Dennett & McCarthy, janitors'
supplies,
Ditson, Oliver & Co., music,
Educational Publishing Co., text-
books,
Ellis, Frank, raising Spalding roof
,
Esterbrook Steel Pen Co., sup-
plies,
Foster, Joseph P., labor,
Freeman, Mrs. S. E., repairing
flag,
French, George B. Co., curtains,
Gardiner, J. H,, painting,
Gerould, E. P. & Co., office sup-
plies,
Gillott, Joseph & Sons, supplies,
Ginn & Company, text-books and
supplies, 316 32
Goodyear, Marshall Pub. Co.,
text-books and supplies,
Grace, F. D., janitors' supplies,
Graham, John G., curtains and
furniture,
Green, Benjamin, chemicals and
supplies,
Hall, Ordway, taking school cen-
sus and labor,





Amount broughtforxvard^ $2,044 7*^
Handifold Toilet Paj^cr Co.,
building supplies, 6 00
Hartford, F. W., Music Hall,
1900 and 1902,
Hartford, F.W., aniiual report,
Hartford, F. W., advertising,
Harvey, Paul M., repairing clocks,
Heath, D. C. & Co., text-books,
Holmes, Lyman A., repairing.
Holt, Henry & Co., text-books,
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., text-
books,
Hoyt & Dow, miscellaneous,
Joy, George H., janitors' supplies,
Kelly, William J., typewriter sup-
plies,
Kiernan, Willis F., repairs.
King, George F. & Co., supplies.
Knapp, Allen H., office expenses
and express,
Knott, L. E., Company, appara-
tus,
Langdon, Major S., painting,
Lippincott, J. B. Company, text-
books,
Littlefield, Albion C, repairs,
Manson, William J., contract on
Spalding schoolhouse,
Marden, Herbert A., repairs,
Martin, Fred L., repairing clocks,
Margeson, R. Clyde, furniture,
Mayhew Publishing Co., supplies,








Sibley & Ducker, text-books,
Silver, Burdett & Co., text-books,
Spinney & Cox, repairs,
Sweetser, John P., repairs.
The Commercial Advertiser for
Business Dept., High School,
The Morse Company, text-books,
Thompson, Brown & Co., text-
books.
Times Publishing Co., advertising,
Vaughan, G.T., janitors'supplies,
Wadsworth, Rowland & Co.,
drawing,
Walden, Richard I., printing,
Walker, C. E. & Co., coal.
Walker, J. A. & A. W., coal,
Webster, F. S. & Co., typewriter
supplies,
Wendell, A. P. & Co., janitors'
supplies,
Werner Book Co., text-books.
Western Penman Publishing Co.,
manuals,
W^orden, William F., labor at
Spalding school,
Wood, James S., wood.
Wood Brothers, trucking,
















Balance of income unexpended Januar}' i, $113 30
Income for 1903, 83 40
$196 60
Cr.
Drew on city treasurer, payment for medals, $43 00
Unexpended balance, December 31, $^54 ^^
JONES AND DEMERRITT FUNDS.
Dr.
Income for 1903, $60 00
Cr.
Overdraft to January i, 1903, $83 35
Drew on city treasurer, payment for books for
High School library, 12 33
$95 57
Overdraft December 31, 1903, $35 57
Net unexpended balance from income of three funds, 119 03
The present condition of the four school funds—Haven,
Jones, De Merritt and Mary Clark— is far from certain, I
recommend that the Board investigate the terms of foundation
and the character of the present investments ; and determine
more exactly the proper course of administration.
DISCUSSION OF ACCOUNTS.
The gross cost of maintaining the plant and running the
department for the year has been nearly $3,000 greater than
last year. The net cost to the city has been only $319.04
greater than last year. The increase has fallen upon two
accounts, mainly, instruction and coal bills.
H
The amount paid for teachers' salaries this year is over
$i,6oo greater than last year. This covers the salaries of
four additional teachers for part of the year and substantial
increases in the salaries of thirty-three. Over against these
increases is to be set a considerable sum saved in the salaries
of teachers who have begun service at a compensation less
than that of their predecessors.
Our coal has cost over $740, or about 40 per cent, more
this year than last. This is' due to two things, (i) the higher
contract price of coal in the fall of 1901 than at the same time
in 1900, and (2) the fact that the existing coal famine has
compelled the committee to purchase coal or substitutes there-
for substantially for cash all through the fall term.
I point with pleasure to the fact that the cost of equipment
and supplies for the schools is less by over $500 than last
year, in spite of the larger enrollment and increased market
price of nearly all supplies.
REPAIRS.
Until the latter part of June this year the repairs to school-
houses had all been done by a committee of the Board of
Aldermen under a special appi'opriation. By act of the
city government this work for the remainder of the year was
transferred to the chai'ge of the Board of Instruction. Acting
under this new arrangement the Board has completed the
following list of repairs.
I. A second story has been added to the Spalding school-
house, thus making substantially a new four-room building in
the place of the old two-room structure.
3. The basements at the High, Farragut, Whipple, Cabot
Street and Haven buildings have been whitewashed, and the
desks in the four last have been varnished.
3. The furnaces in the High, Farragut, Whipple and
Haven have been overhauled and repaired.
4. New slate blackboards have been placed throughout the
High School, except where there were already such.
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5- The usual routine minor repairs, which in the aggre-
gate are commonly a task of considerable magnitude, have
been made.
The repairs most urgently needed for the coming year are
the following :
I. A hall heater at the Farragut. The installation of such
a furnace at the Whipple has abundantly proven its value,
both as a measure of economy and in the direction of greater
comfort to both pupils and teachers. Its cost would not be
burdensome.
3. Grading the yard at Cabot Street School. This is a
measure which has been at the point of accomplishment sev-
eral times already, and has needlessly fallen through. The
condition of the yard is unsightly, and in wet weather it is not
sanitary.
3. Painting the Cabot Street building. This building has
reached a condition where immediate attention is needed to
prevent deterioration. I recommend that no varnishing of
seats be done this year except in the most necessary instances,
and that the money usually spent in this direction be devoted
to the above-named work.
4. The sashes and window sills at the Whipple need the
same attention.
5. Forty-eight sets of adjustable seat irons for Farragut V.
The seats in this room are generally too small for their occu-
pants and they should be fitted with adjustable castings, thus
at small expense equipping the room with modern furniture.
6. Six hundred square feet of slate blackboard for the
Manning Street, Plains and Lafayette Schools.
7. Strong wooden shutters for the three suburban schools.
This, as a protection to the buildings from acts of vandalism
likely to be committed during the summer. The Woodbury
and the Plains were both sufferers in this direction last sum-
mer.
8. Tinting the walls of the upper rooms at the Spalding.
Much to mv own regret and the regret of the teachers and of
i6
the architect, it was found necessary to leave this undone,
owing to lack of money. I trust that it may be done this
year.
9. Grading the Spalding yard. This alone remains neces-
sary to make the schoolhouse and grounds an attractive spot
and a decided credit to the city.
These repairs, which are respectfully recommended, are
ordinary routine repairs. The list does not include the re-
modelling and adapting of buildings and additional furniture,
which will become necessary to accommodate any consider-
able influx of new pupils.
INCREASE OF SALARIES.
At the regular meeting in April a special committee on
finance reported a measure to increase the salaries of grade
teachers under the following terms :
1
.
The schedule of salaries for kindergartners and teach-
ers in Grades I—IX, inclusive, to be fixed at $300 for the first
year's service of inexperienced teachers, the same to be in-
creased for satisfactory service by yearly increments of $=50,
until the maximum of $=5^0 is reached.
2. To bring about this change gradually, it was proposed
(i) to advance the salaries of all re-elected teachers, then re-
ceiving the maximum of $4^0 to $^00, at the beginning of
the school year, 1902-3; and (2) that the salaries of teachers
not at that time receiving the maximum should be placed on
the new schedule of $1^0 increments at the next completion of
a year's service.
This increase was adopted and on the final passage of the
appropriation bill, the city government added a sum sufficient
to enable the Board to carry out its provisions, so far as they
applied to the fiscal year of 1902.
CHANGE IN THE ORGANIZATION OK THE BOARD
At the regular meeting in October new rules were adopted
prescribing the duties of the Superintendent and establishing
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two new committees,— on finance and on schoolhouses. The
duty of the committee on finance and its relation to the Board
were prescribed in the follow ing manner
:
The committee on finance shall have general oversight of
the financial condition of the Department and shall from time
to time report the same to the full Board if required. They
shall annually, not later than the regular meeting in January,
report to the Board an estimate in detail of the moneys re-
quired for the maintenance of the Departinent for the ensuing
year ; and as soon as possible after the annual appropriation
shall have been assigned to the School Department by the
city government tbey shall recommend to the Board a suitable
apportionment of said appropriation to the various accounts of
the department, to wit, instruction, equipment, maintenance
and operation of plant, supplies, accounting and distribution,
advertising and publication, and such other accounts as they
shall recommend. When such apportionment shall have been
made, moneys for routine expenses shall be expended under
the same by the direction of the several committees and sub-
ject to the approval of the Board, not to exceed the amounts
thus apportioned to the several accounts. And no extraordi-
nary expenses shall be ordered save as the same shall first be
referred to the finance committee for investigation and report.
ESTIMATES.
It is unnecessary to anticipate the report of the finance com-
mittee by submitting an estimate of the moneys required for
the coming year. It is, however, proper to point out certain
general principles. The increase, over and above the normal
increase called for by the increase, in teachers' salaries should
be about $1,500.
If present indications hold good, there should be a largely
increased attendance during the fall term. Many of these
pupils will find places in schools already established, but there
must be a large number who will have to be provided for by
establishing additional schools under new teachers. How
i8
many new teaciiers and new schools will be required it is im-
possible to predict, but that this factor in the year's problem
must be considered is certain. It means more money for the
salaries of the additional teachers and more for the rental of
private property, which must be utilized for school purposes
before the appropriations for 1904 shall be made.
An appropriation must this year be asked b}- the Board of
Instruction for the purpose of repairs to schoolhouses. This
matter is one which calls for thoughtful consideration and
business-like treatment. The evils from hap hazard repairing
are manifold, both from the financial standpoint and from the
standpoint of good sanitation, to say nothing of the witness to
public thrift or thriftlessness which a public building always
is. A prudent management of building property demands
that a certain average per cent, of its value be laid out every
year in repairing the wear and tear of weather and use.
Neglect to do this much means waste, and the failure to spend
one hundred dollars this year may well oblige the city to spend
a thousand dollars next. On the other hand, excessive appro-
priations and extravagant or even entirely needless repairing,
means that money which ought to be spent upon the immedi-
ate means of education is wasted,—what belongs to the chil-
dren is not given to them. I strongly recommend that the
committee on schoolhouses be instructed to submit to the
Board an extended program and policy of repairs covering
several years, and that the city government be asked to begin
the practice of assigning to this account a fixed annual appro-
priation of moderate size, the same to be a suitable per cent.
of the estimated value of the plant of schoolhouses and not to
be expended for purposes other than routine repairs. Of
course extraordinary measures, such as the remodelling of the
Spalding schoolhouse, ought always to be provided for by
special appropriation.
On the side of income it is fair to expect that the increased
value of the taxable property in the city should give an in-
crease of revenue sufficient to cover the increase in municipal
expenses due to the enlargement of the city's population. The
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income from tuitions in all schools, at the present rate, will be
between $3,500 and $4,000,— it is as likely to exceed as to
fall short of the latter figure.
The total average per capita cost of the department for the
year has been $27.03. The total average per capita cost for
all expenses except repairs and rebuilding is $35.05. The
average cost for the decade, 1890-1900, was $26.87. ^^^ com-
pared with the cost of education, where the price of tuition is
based on the ordinary laws of business, the public receives its
public school service remarkably cheap. In a powerful
address before the New Hampshire State Teachers' Associa-
tion President Eliot pointed out that, while the cost of public
education did not anywhere exceed about $40 per capita, the
tuition charges in private schools of the same or inferior grade
were commonlv several hundred dollars. Apparently the
tuition charge in private schools which the wealthy esteem to
be the best for their children ranges from $200 to $500 in
elementary schools, although it sometimes rises much higher.
It is probably safe to say that the education given in the aver-
age city public school system is on the whole equal, and at
many points superior, to that given in the average private
school of the same grade. Now this set of facts can be
viewed in two lights. In the first place they furnish testi-
mony to a remarkable efficiency in the American public school
system ; and then they suggest a question— can a democracy
like America afford to rate the education it gives every child
at one-tenth the value the rich put on the life opportunity




Report of the Superintendent of Schools.
To the Board of histruction
:
Gentlemen — I have the honor to submit herewith mv
annual report upon the work and conditions of the Ports-
mouth Public Schools. The report is the seventeenth in the
series issued from this office,
I.
HISTORY OF THE YEAR.
The Wider Viezu. To write the educational historv of any
year would be a work far outreachin^ the limits of a city
school report. It is, however, worth while to note a few
significant events in the educational world, for after all the
real progress of any community is profoundly influenced by
the national and world movements of the time.
Perhaps the most widely significant item of the year's in-
terests in this line is the Educational Bill now before the
English Parliament, significant not because it marks an ad-
vanced position in the world's educational progress and not at
all for the measures it proposes, but powerfully significant for
its revelation of the awaking realization of the English people
that their national prosperity and w^ell-being is imperilled bv
their failure to develop a great national public school system.
Within a few vears they have seen themselves outstripped as
an industrial powder by the United States and now being
pressed hard for second place by Germany. The conclusion
of English publicists seems to be that it is the American and
German public school systems which have so raised the stand-
ard of national intelligence as to give these nations the pre-
eminence which is immediately due to industrial efficiency
Hence the attempt to retrieve lost ground by nationalizing
Eng;lish schools.
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The conception of education as the most important work of
the organized community, whether local or national, has
apparently steadily gained ground during the year ; and the
principle of private endowment which in former years has
brought such enormous sums into the work has been main-
tained. Probably the most interesting, if not the most im-
portant, instance of this last form of educational endeavor,
during the past year, was the international provision of the
will of Cecil Rhodes, by the terms of which every British
colony and every American State might become represented
at Oxford University through endowed scholarships.
The inauguration of Pi'esident Butler at Columbia and of
President Woodrow Wilson at Princeton during the year have
each been of impressive educational significance. In the
choice of President Wilson the nation has received further
notification from one of the most conservative of American
colleges that the principle of clerical control of education has
been given up. In the case of President Butler there is
almost a complete departure from all previous experience, in
that neither a clergyman nor a business man but an educa-
tional specialist has been selected to be the president of one of
our greatest universities, and that as the successor of one who
a few years ago stood as the type of the business president,
—
the present mayor of New York City. In the case of both
these college presidents, there seems -to be emphasized the
principle that, whatever else they are, leaders of education
must be scholars. Both were promoted from college pro-
fessorships ; President Wilson is an eminent historian. Presi-
dent Butler a great teacher of philosophy.
The Teachers. Our teaching force has changed but little
during the year. There have been fewer resignations than
for any recent year, and two of our old and valued teachers
have returned,—Miss Alice Newton to the Whipple and Miss
Coleman to the Farragut.
During the year, the Board made provision for the substan-
tial increase in salaries, to which reference has been made in
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the report of the wSecretary. It is probably safe to say that no
more important and far reaching piece of school legislation
has been enacted in Portsmouth since the adoption of the free
text-book plan. It ought to be a matter for congratulation to
every parent and to every citizen. It means a freer and more
effective life for a most faithful class of the city's servants. It
means the retention of valuable teachers and a greater power
to draw good teachers from other places when they are needed.
And all the gain to the city centers upon one great gain, the
higher value in public opinion which the community thus
places upon its public schools. A city iv/iosc teachers' sal-
aries are being raised is a safe placefor a mati to settle in.
Professional hnprovement. The teachers of the city gen-
erally deserve hearty commendation for their ready inclina-
tion toward professional improvement and their generosity in
the support of associational work.
The Portsmouth Teachers' Association has continued its
work during the year in its professional magazine club, its
occasional lectures and its primary bi-weekly group meetings.
The officers for the year 1901-02 were : President, Allen H.
Knapp ; Secretary, Alice M. Chase; executive committee,
Nellie F. Pierce, Alice S. Mildram, Grace AI. Kennison.
For 1902-03, they are : President, Alvah H. M. Curtis ; Sec-
retary, Alice M. Chase ; executive committee, Wesley A.
O'Leary, Emma F. Riley, Grace T. Smith.
Portsmouth has this year forty-one names on the member-
ship list of the New Hampshire State Teachers' Association,
a proportionate representation which is equalled by few, if
any, towns or cities in the State.
The High School teachers have nearly all attended the
annual High School Institute as well as the meeting of the
vState Teachers' Association, both at Concord. Miss Mecum
attended the National Conference of Business Teachers held
at Philadelphia during the last days of the winter term. The
Principal and Sub-Master both attended the important meeting,
of the Harvard Schoolmasters' Club during the spring term.
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The entire group of kindergartners attended the three days'
meeting of the International Kindergarten Congress in Boston.
The principals of the Farragut and Whipple Schools are
president and treasurer respectively of the County Associa-
tion, and the superintendent was for 1903 president of the
State Association and is a director of the National Association.
In addition to the above, nearly all the teachers have availed
themselves of their privilege of visiting schools in other cities,
and some have attended important educational meetings with-
out my knowledge or recollection.
I take occasion to state these, in themselves unimportant
facts, because they are creditable to the teachers of the city
and indicative of a live and progressive spirit, which it is im-
portant should be known and appreciated by your Board and
bv the citizens whom you represent. These things have all
taken time and effort and money and neither of the three has
been spared.
The Training School. I wish, in this annual report, to
commend to your especial consideration the Training School
for Teachers. There has been for a year or two past a ten-
dency for the number of girls applying for admission to this
school, after completing the High School course, to increase;
and some of the best students among recent High School grad-
uates are now among these apprentice teachers.
The school exists to prepare girls who have the secondary-
education to teach in the Portsmouth elementary schools. Its
theorv of preparation is twelve months of actual teaching
under the eye of an experienced teacher coupled with a mod-
erate amount of professional study and reading and an unlim-
ited amount of personal instruction in the schoolroom itself.
The school is fulfilling its purpose well ; that is to say, it is
supplying the citv with capable recruits to the primary teach-
ing force, who fit into their places with little or no friction
and quickly adjust themselves to our school conditions and
methods of work. The greatest obstacle in the way of perfect
success is still the lack of thorough academic training to which
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I have referred in previous annual reports. It is easy to see,
however, that conditions in this direction are notably im-
proved.
It is an open question whether the city training school or
the normal school method of preparing teachers is the best
one. In reality there is no conflict, for the ideal plan would
be to admit normal school graduates to the apprentice class
for a period sufficient to give them considerable actual experi-
ence in teaching vmder constant supervision and sufficient to
adapt them to local conditions. There is, however, a deeper
issue involved than can be stated in educational terms. One
may maintain that the best teachers should be sought out
wherever they may chance to be working and the teaching
force recruited in this way ; another may defend a plan like
our own, in which the young women of the community after
a suitable apprenticeship are preferred to all others. At the
basis of this particular difference of opinion is a fundamental
difference in the point of view from which different men sur-
vey the same question— the old difference between the indi-
vidualist and the coUectivist. Two principles, however, ought
to be noted in passing : First, that, whenever a specially
equipped teacher for a peculiar kind of work is needed, train-
ing and personal fitness ought to outweigh all other considera-
tions whatever; and, secondly, it ought to be borne in mind
that the local public education is a community effort, that it is
one of the phases of local self-government, and that as in
other phases of the same thing the power of self-government
can be best developed and perfected by use.
But it is another side of our training system which I wish
particularly to commend to your consideration, in so far,
namely, as the Training School offers a means of rounding
out the characters and confirming the general education of the
young women who take the apprentice course.
We tend to lose sight of the fact that teaching is as much
education itself as it is educating others. We should be sorry
to fjo back to the time when it was felt that anybodv and
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everybody could teach, and that without any preparation at
all. It is a vast gain when it is generally admitted that so im-
portant a work as teaching demands serious special prepara-
tion. But we shall make a mistake if we assume too quickly
that teaching has already become a profession and act on that
assumption. The fact is that practically the entire teaching
force of the lower grades is composed of young women, many
of whom who will eventually become home makers. Gen-
erally speaking, these young women make the best primary
teachers and kindergartners, and their experience as such is full
of those forces which round out a strong and beautiful human
character. This phase of these girls' life experience begins
when they enter the Training School. There, they are for
fifteen months under all the conditions of schoolroom experi-
ence and under the constant personal guidance of mature in-
structors, so that there is no time in their school lives when
they receive so much individual attention from their teachers.
I submit then that the education for life which these young
women receive here and in the six, eight or ten years during
which they remain members of the teaching force can be and
ought to be viewed as the most vitally profitable part of their
education in the public schools. The city highly profits when
it eventually receives into its citizenship women so well
equipped in mind and character to be useful in the community
life.
The Training School is at present confined to the four lower
grades of the Farragut School. I strongly recommend that,
when new buildings shall be erected in response to the growth
which now seems certain, the Training School shall be housed
in a building of its own and the course expanded to cover
apprenticeship in the six lowest grades and in the kindergarten.
Enrollment. The enrollment for the year has shown about
the same increase as in the last two or three years,— that is to
say, about 90. This does not refer to the total enrollment for
the year, but to the increase, month by month, as compared
with corresponding months in former years.
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The a\ailablc additional space had been exhausted at tlie
end of the hist school year, and during the summer months
the Spalding School was enlarged by the addition of a second
storv. This gives the building a comfortable capacity of 140.
At present the upper floor is occupied by two schools, com-
prising the first, second and third grades ; and the lower floor,
two rooms, by the kindergarten. The grades in this building
are progressively larger toward the lowest, and this circum-
stance will next year compel the use of one of the lower
rooms, thus again forcing the kindergarten into a single room.
The congestion in this (second) district, generally, has been
the worst. At the Whipple vSchool, the second grade was
divided and the smaller portion was seated in a teacher's re-
tiring room. The Cabot Street building is full, and as another
double second grade comes to the Whipple School another
room must be provided. This may be secured by the trans-
ference of the ninth grade to the High School, a measure now
pending before the Board.
There remains the Cabot Street problem proper. Here are
four rooms, one of them larger than either of the other three.
The three smaller rooms are needed as primary schools ; the
fourth is occupied by the kindergarten. This kindergarten,
which has at times enrolled seventy-three pupils, is during
pleasant weather crowded past all possibility of the best work.
During the spring it became necessary as in the previous year
to maintain two sessions, one for each of two different sets of
children. As a last resort, this two-session plan for a kinder-
garten is better than no kindergarten at all, but I cannot
recommend it as being productive of the best results. In con-
nection with this subject the reader is referred to the report of
the Director of kindergartens. It ought to be possible for this
kindergarten to occupy the entire upper floor of the Cabot
Street building.
In the first district the Farragut has been kept at about the
same enrollment and under about the same conditions as last
year. At the beginning of another year the large grades will
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begin to flow into tlie already crowded VIII-IX grade room.
The transference of the ninth grade to the High School will,
however, take care of that difficulty.
The Franklin building has been filled to its full seating
capacity during the fall term. This school is likely to feel the
first pressure of newcomers, and plans for accommodation are
discussed in another part of this report.
The situation in the Haven School is substantially the same
as at the Farragut. A few years ago the six upper grades
were so small that two could be accommodated in the same
room. The upward pressure of the lower grades, how-
ever, this year crowded the ninth grade out of the building
into the Whipple, and next year would crowd out both the
ninth grade and the kindergarten. The omission of the ninth
grade from the system will here as at the other schools furnish
at least one year's relief, and the kindergarten can be perma-
nently located at the Manning Street, where it has already
been for half the past year.
It only remains to advise the Board that the normal increase
in enrollment for several years past calls for two or more
additional rooms each year. This year two rooms have been
provided by the addition to the vSpalding schoolhouse. During
the coming year these can be found by the passage of the pro-
posed ninth grade legislation. It is manifest that the expan-
sion of room facilities in this way cannot be indefinite and
that the immediate erection of the proposed High School
building has become imperative, even if no extraordinary in-
crease in enrollment were to be expected.
Attendance. The attendance during the past year was seri-
ously interfered with by the prevalence of widespread epi-
demics of diphtheria, scarlet fever, measles and whooping
cough. Several schools were much affected in this way
during the spring term ; and the attendance at the Farragut
for the better part of a month fell nearly fifty per cent.
The record for perfect attendance has been good ; in the
ninth grade at the Whipple and in the High School it has
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been reniarkai)le. For the year ending June, 1902, in the
former it was twenty -five per cent, of the membership ; and
in the High School for the term just closed, ninety-three
pupils, or nearly forty per cent, of the membership, were
neither absent nor tardy.
Juvenile Law Breakers. On several occasions within the
past few years all good citizens have been distressed by the
appearance of young boys in the criminal courts chafged with
serious offences. It will hardly be questioned that a single
instance of this sort imdoes the good work of many months
which the schools may accomplish in surrounding the chil-
dren of the public schools with good influences. The study
of juvenile delinquents, the literature of which has become
extensive, indicates that the motives at work are quite different
from those found in hardened offenders. There is a period in
the life of nearly all healthy boys when the impulse toward
lawlessness and vagrancy becomes powerful. If the boy is
surrounded by good and strong and wise home influences he
passes safely through the period and is none the worse. But
what of the boy whose home influences are vicious ?
The ordinary course of the law, however well suited to the
cases of adult offenders whose misdeeds are usually inspired
by lust, or greed, or passion, does not fit these boys who
might be saved to themselves and the community. The boy
convicted in open couit and incarcerated, instead of being an
awesome object lesson to his playmates, is a hero ; and the
glory of his misdeeds lives after him. If allowed to go, with
a reprimand or even a suspended sentence, he is still a hero,
but one who has become familiar with the law, usually to its
disparagement in his own eyes, and he is prone to become a
breeding spot in the school community for wrong doing and
pernicious ideas.
When the home influence is competent the teacher can
usually correct at the outset an incipient tendency to lawless-
ness. Where the home influence is vicious, the duty is plain :
the l:)oy ought to be separated at once from his companions
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and placed in the proper institution. In this connection it is
to be regretted that New Hampshire has not a system of
parental schools, where such boys can be reared without the
stigma which unfortunately attaches to a reform school career ;
but, be that as it may, even the good of one ought not to
stand in the way of the moral welfare of an hundred. Larger
and more numerous playgrounds, easily accessible to the quar-
ters w4iere the boys live, would accomplish much in the way
of generating a more wholesome spirit.
11.
THE SCHOOLROOM WORK OF THE YEAR.
The emphasis in the work of the year has in general been
laid upon thoroughness and responsibility for work done as in
the two preceding years. Decided gains in both directions
have been made all along the line.
English. Work in English has been both a confirmation of
and an exception to the general plan. So far as the exact side of
the study of the mother tongue goes, that is, in English gram-
mar and word study, the emphasis has been upon careful,
hard work. But English, like some other subjects, has
another side, in which such treatment deadens rather than en-
livens. In the composition work, especially in some of the
upper grades and in the High School, a great quantity of
original writing has been done and some of it has given
promise of the development of a distinctly artistic quality.
The principle has been laid down that the lower schools must
be responsible for correct elementary English, that is, good
grammar, good spelling, and correct punctuation. High
School students who fail in these directions are not forgiven,
and the consequence is that there is less and less failure, thus
allowing the High School to take up its legitimate and proper
work of developing the power of accurate, and graphic, and
forceful expression. Work in this direction needs to be
along wholesome lines of evolution and should not be hurried
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forward to attempt too much. With a more suitable build-
ing, however, some good work in the line of public speak-
ing should be done.
Individual Work. Reputations have been wrecked and
schools thrown into chaos in the attempt to reach this ad-
mittedly desirable haven. But manv school systems have of
late been trying by one device or another to reach it, and no
doubt in time this will be done. During the year we have
succeeded in getting the bulk of the mathematical work from
the third grade through the High School into this method of
study and teaching. Its advantages can briefly be summarised
thus : it enables the teacher to find out what each pupil is
actually doing for himself and what his difficulties are ; it
allows the bright pupils to work up to their full powers and
the others to follow on, each at his own gait, without the con-
fusion and waste of unprofitable attempts to keep up ; it dis-
covers their powers to pupils, here and there, usually rated as
dull ; and, lastly, it enables the whole class to advance at a
pace rapid enough to maintain a perspective of the subject
understudy; — the class is found to advance faster individ-
ually than it did when the pace of the whole was adapted to
that of the "average pupil."
The Recitation Evil. Closely allied with the preceding is
a movement which has been inaugurated simultaneously in the
foreign languages department in the High School and in the
study of geography in the fifth grade. This plan looks toward
the utilization of the recitation period for the purpose of
study. The dominant and for manv years even only concep-
tion of study and teaching divided the process into two parts.
— (i) the independent preparation of a lesson bv the student,
and (2) the recitation, in which the instructor endeavored to
find out whether or not the lesson had been prepared. This
plan has always had one great disadvantage, which gave rise
t(j numerous evils, it separated the teacher from the pupil at
the time when he was most needed, namely while the pupil
was endeavoring to possess himself of the fruits of the task
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before him. Hence two great evils,—much needless burning
the midnight oil and that other thing vaguely described by fail-
ure to "learn how to study." The advent of the laboratory as
an implement of instruction opened the way for a less wasteful
order of things, and, though manv revolutionary and fruitless
plans have been tried under the name "laboratory method,"
it is still the natural way and in one form or another will prob-
ably come to be the method in other subjects as well as in
science.
Home Study. Closelv allied with both the preceding is the
subject of home study. In the past, the idea has been gen-
erally accepted without question that the children should put
in a good share of their out-of-school time in study at home.
When a child has been busy with his books for Jive hours
out of the tiventyfour., they should be closed. He needs the
I'est of his time for play, some household duties, and sleep.
In the lower schools, teachers are forbidden to require home
study
;
pupils may do so only upon request and special per-
mission, x^t the High School, a certain amount of home
study is necessary ; the pupils are more mature and fitted for
more prolonged effort, and a reasonable amount of hard work
is a wholesome discipline. But even here, it would be much
better if the conditions admitted longer hours in the school-
room and no work at home. When the doors of the factory
or office or market are closed at the end of the day, business
is left inside ; it ought to be the same in school.
During the past summer vacation, there was in the city an
unprecedented amount of tutoring backward children in the
endeavor to send them ahead to another grade. It is a piece
of w^ell-nigh unpardonable folly on the part of a parent to en-
deavor to force his child into a higher grade, wdien the teacher
has pronounced him not ready to go. It is equally wrong to
vield to childish importunities to be "promoted" on the
ground that the child will be discouraged by being kept back.
To do so usually results in permanent injury to the child's
mental growth and ver}' often to his physical well-being. The
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child who is kept back for more wholesome growth is usually
the first to behold and acknowledge his benefit. At times I
have had occasion to admire and applaud the wisdom of par-
ents who have checked even a bright child, when it became
evident to them that his mental growth was consuming more
than its fair share of his bodily energy.
The detailed reports of the Principal of the High School,
the Director of Kindergarten work and the special teachers
are submitted without comment.
Report of the Principal of the High School.
Mr. Henry C. Morrison^ Superintendent of Sc/ioo/s
:
In response to your request, I have the pleasure of sub-
mitting the following report for the High School during the
year ending December, 1902.
Registration. The registration for the present year is two
hundred forty-eight, a decrease of eighteen as compared with
the registration for the previous year, and almost exactly the
same number as for two years ago. This change in numbers
may be regarded mainly as the ordinary fluctuation which
takes place in the membership of all institutions. However,
a few pupils from Maine undoubtedly were deterred from
entering or from continuing in school by the increased rate of
tuition, fifty dollars, which is now charged non-resident
pupils. The non-resident pupils number sixty-nine, of which
eleven come from Maine. The school also lost a larger per
cent, by graduation last June than in recent years, the number
being forty-two.
The present enrollment is distributed by classes as follows :
Post Graduate Pupils, four; Seniors or Fourth Class Pupils,
thirty-three; Juniors, or Third Class, forty-four; Sopho-
mores, or Second Class, seventy-three ; Freshmen, or First
Class, ninety-four.
Equipment. The above registration indicates that the build-
ing is not more crowded than in the two preceding years.
HowCA'er, all the disadvantages set forth in former reports of
the Principals of the High School continue to be felt. The
growth of the city which will necessarily come with the intro-
duction of new industries makes the need of a commodious
and substantial building for the High School more and more
imperative. This probable growth, together with the pro-
posed abolition of the ninth grade from the city school system,
indicates a membership of the High School within the next
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two years which will far exceed the capacity of the present
building. That the housing of the High School presents a
pressing problem for the citizens of our city cannot be doubted.
In the matter of apparatus for the laboratory, the needs of
the courses have been met from time to time. With our pres-
ent limited quarters we have little to complain of in this line.
The library of a good secondary school is an important
factor in its equipment. There is at present the income avail-
able for library purposes from two sources. The late Frank
Jones, when mayor of the city, donated his salary of $500 for
one year to the High School, the income to be used for library
purposes ; also Martha A. DeMcrritt bequeathed $500 to the
High School Committee, the income from which should be
used forever for buying books for the " Boys' High School.".
These funds properly invested and the income wisely spent
should build up in time a splendid working library for the
school. That such benevolences are a permanent blessing to
the school and to the community needs no argument. During
the past vear many books on history and science have been
purchased from this fund. Not only might the endowment
for library purposes be increased, but similar bequests to the
school for current periodicals, scientific apparatus and art col-
lections would be a perpetual benefit.
Course of Study. The present year witnessed the intro-
duction of two new courses into the Business Department, viz,
Advanced Business Practice in the third year and Commercial
Geography and Commercial Law in the fourth year. The
Business Department is now thoroughly established in the
school and is doing a valuable work for our young people who
expect to make their wav in the world along business and
commercial lines. The purely commercial subjects now
offered are : Commercial Arithmetic ; Business Practice
during two vears, with Penmanship ; Stenography and
Typewriting, two years ; Commercial Law and Commercial
Geography. The entire time of a specially trained teacher is
given to this department.
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The number of pupils taking the different electives is much
the same as in former years except in the case of beginning
Greek and in beginning German, The demand for beginning
Greek was not sufficient to warrant a class in that subject
while nearly twice as many elected German as in previ(^us
years, there being thirty-four.
Our studies are arranged on the elective course plan. The
pupil on entering the High School should be able to answer
the question "What is your purpose in life after leaving
school ? " Many cannot and so drift into that \vhich seems
the most attractive. A goodly number who select Latin find
that they have no taste or little ability for that subject and are
allowed to change to other subjects after having passed a year
or two in the subject. Others find after starting in the gen-
eral course that they should have elected the Latin course, and
so far as possible changes of courses for sufficient reasons are
allowed. On the whole the plan of having electives selected
and approved by the parents on or before the close of school
in June is quite satisfactory. However, more careful consid-
eration of electives, by the entering classes is desirable.
Graduation. The graduating exercises of the Class of 1902
were held in Music Hall, Friday, June 30. The following is
the programme :
Invocation.,
Rev. George E. Leighton.
Singing—"The Home of Freedom," . G. F. Wilson
The School.
Presentation of Class Gift., •
William James Carey.
Acceptance of Class Gift.,
Hon. Calvin Page,
For the High School Committee.








Presentation of Haven jSIedals^
Mr. Charles E. Hodgdon,
For the High School Committeee.
Conferring of Diplo?7ias,
His Honor, Mayor John Pender.































Martha Frances Greenough, William James Carey,
Ethel May Jones, Stephen Decatur, Jr.,
Ellen Veronica Kecfc, Paul Wesley Goodsoe,
Alice Gertrude Mardcn, Amory Jewett Meloon,
Mildred Antoinette Merrill, William Caldwell Morrill,
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*Marion Sweetser Miller, Stephen Everett Preble,
Fannie Elizabeth Pike, Frank Wiggin Randall,
Ethel Louisa Vennard, Arthur Leon Smith,
Edmund Wetzel.
Average of E for the Course.
Gift. The gift to the school from the Class of 1902 was a
beautiful framed engraving of "Cicero Denouncing Catiline
in the Senate."
Haven Medals, The medal for attaining the highest rank
during the first two years in the High School among the girls
was awarded to Katharine M. Beane. For the highest rank
during the first two years, among the boys, to Paul M. Batch-
elder, who also won the medal in mathematics.
For general excellence during the last two years, Jennie W.
Perkins, who also won the medal for the highest rank in Latin
for four years and the highest rank in Greek for three years.
For the highest rank in French for three years the medal
was aw^arded to Bertha M. Bennett, and in Sciences to Louisa
I, Pryor.
The medals for the English Essays were won by Marion S.
Miller and William J. Carey.
The Graduates. Recent graduates of the school have en-
tered higher institutions of learning during the present schol-
astic year as follows : Dartmouth College, two ; Harvard
College, one ; Vassar College, one ; Wellesley College, one ;
Colby College, one ; Annapolis Naval Academy, one ; State
College, Orono, Maine, one ; Salem Normal, one ; and five
members of the Class of 1902 entered the city training school
for teachers.
In transmitting this, my third annual report, I desire to
express my appreciation of the cordial support and co-oper-
ation which I have received from you and from the school





Report of the Portsmouth Kindergartens.
J/r. H. C. ^lorrison^ Supcrintendeiit of ScJiools
:
Sir— In a report of the progress of tht kindergarten no
distinct line can be drawn between the different years. Each
is influenced by greater experience and knowledge of child
nature more scientifically ascertained. There is a strong ten-
dency toward the use of larger material both in Gifts and
Occupations. Kindergartners have become cognizant that the
accessory muscles of the child's hand are not sufficiently de-
veloped to enable him to grasp and manipulate diminutive
objects with ease ; and therefore much of the small material is
eliminated, or is gradually becoming replaced by that of a
larger size. For instance, in the building gifts, the two-inch
cubes are used in place of one-inch and four-inch bricks
instead of two-inch. We have taken a step in this direction
by substituting the large sticks used for stick-laying. The re-
sult is already favorable, for the sticks formerly in use were
of such slender dimensions that the most carefully arranged
figure was broken by the slightest touch. The adoption of
sea shells as lentils has also proven satisfactory and a notable
improvement was made in rythmical work during the year.
More preliminary work has been introduced in the Occupa-
tions and games are being added for motor development.
Practical construction is largelv discussed in kindergarten
circles. This is excellent if kept within the scope of the child.
The furnishing of our doll house was a beginning in this line.
As the Home and Family were the dominant features of the
program, genuine interest was manifested by the children in
the preparation of the simple furniture of the doll's home.
They worked individually and co-operatively, thereby making
a decided gain over the previous year in dexterity in handling,
paper folding and cutting.
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In nature work we have mounted flowers, leaves and acorn
cups, strung berries, and rose-hips ; have talked of the fruit,
seeds, and grains, and sliced vegetables ; have planted seeds
and tended plants ; have taken excursions to garden, park, and
field. We have procured cocoons, and witnessed the butter-
flics emerge therefrom ; have watched with interest the bee
unfold his proboscis to gather nectar from the flowers. We
have had life in the kindergarten in the form of fishes, chick-
ens, dogs, and one memorable day, a woodchuck.
We were fortunate in having two interesting talks given in
our program meetings. Miss Mildram spoke on " The First
Year's Work in the Primary School," and Miss Tredick gave
a description of her visit to Blankenburg, Germany, the home
of the original kindergarten. Both of these occasions were
much enjoyed. The kindcrgartners sincerely appreciated the
opportunity given them to attend the meetings of the Inter-
national Kindergarten Union, held in Boston, April 23-35.
These meetings were truly inspirational.
By the recent enlargement of the Spalding schoolhouse two
rooms were reserved for the kindergarten. The benefit de-
rived from this arrangement is incalculable ; not only will it
be felt in the kindergarten itself, but it must be perceptible all
through the grades. It is hoped that some remedial measure
may be applied to the Cabot Street kindergarten. The regis-
tration of seventy-three pupils for the spring term of 1903 was
an intimation that the time is approaching when another kin-
dergarten will be needed at the West End. This will obviate
the necessitv of two sessions and increase the average daily
attendance, as it is now impossible for parents living on the
outskirts of this large district to send their children regularlv
in bad weather.
" Strong nerves " are considered one of the most essential
qualifications for the beginning of school life. At a test given
in Chicago to a thousand children during the first four months
of 190 1 investigation showed that the greatest percentage of
animal increase in motor control occurs from four to six years.
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the kindergarten period. Furthermore, there was nothing in
this investigation to show that the kindergarten " manu-
factures nervousness." If, however, the present conditions
continue where two classes from lack of space are obliged to
occupy one room at the same time, how long will it be before
tRe future victims of neurasthenia, or other neurotic troubles,
will be able to trace the embryotic symptoms of the disease to
their kindergarten experience ? Surely the delicate mechanism
of the brain and ear cannot fail to be irritated and suffer from
a confusion of sounds. Intelligent comprehension must admit
that a grave responsibility rests upon the foundation of edu-
cation. Rightful conditions are not always easy to obtain,
but we hope for better things eventually. Meanwhile we are
glad to report that a larger number of people are availing
themselves of the opportunity to send their children to kinder-
garten, the mothers' meetings have been more generally at-
tended, and our kindergartens are well equipped.
Respectfully submitted,
BERTHA A. COLBURN.
Report of the Supervisor of Penmanship.
-l/r. Henry C. ^lorrison^ Sitpcrbttendent of Schools
:
I have the honor to submit my annual report on the work
and conditions of penmanship in the Portsmouth public schools.
During the latter part of last year, our Board of Instruction
saw fit to change our system of writing from vertical back to
slant, the former having been continued for more than four
years, and I was to teach in the thirteen grades, wdiich would
include the four grades of the High School, and a space was
left on my schedule for that purpose.
At the present time we have a very limited class. If I can
judge by this present class, they have greatly deteriorated dur-
ing the past ten or fifteen years. It is not too late, however,
to greatly improve them before graduating. They also voted
to use a copy book, known as the "Medial," published by
Ginn & Co., and a book entitled "Palmer's Guide to Muscu-
lar Movement," to be placed on every teacher's desk, all of
w'hich in my opinion, has been very wisely done. The long-
continued vertical writing has fastened upon the pupils a very
tenancious grip of the pen, that is extremely hard to break up,
and this book deals extensively with the breaking up of finger
action, and establishing a free arm and hand movement, a
thing we have always advocated and taught, and in addition
we are to establish a purely muscular fore-arm movement. In
order to do this, we are obliged to give the pupils very large
forms at first, that w'ill require the whole arm swing. Uncon-
sciously, the pupil is thus laying the foundation for a free,
easy and legible handwriting. Among the different treatises
on practical writing, that I have examined, Mr. Palmer's ex-
cels all, and I would urge that our teachers be students of the
system, both in theory and practice. The copy book, at the
time it was selected, was considered by our committee to be
the best. The copies being very round, admit of a very roll-
ing motion, just what we are now giving a great deal of prac-
tice on,
I have had recently sent to me, a long list of names of towns
and cities that ha\e already adopted them, thus giving evi-
dence of the wisdom of our choice.
No copy book, however, is of much value without the calis-
thenics, the manual training, which is also a great auxiliarv
in the drawing lessons and with which Mr. Palmer's guide
deals very copiously. Of his work I cannot speak too highlv,
this book being only a part of his publications. It would
have been far better if the pupils had not touched the pen dur-
ing the past four years, they having had a system for practice,
very aptly called "a juvenile style of printing." On this
account it makes it eminently harder to teach a facile hand,
especially in the higher grades. I might at this time discuss
the merits and demerits of the two styles of writing, but in
my opinion it would be folly, a waste of time and space, so
will simply say that when fuUv acquired, the one has great
possibilities, the essentials of which are legibility, speed, and
power of endurance, the other has no possibilities, wdiich is
the retrogressive system. The "handwriting on the wall"
was written at its advent. It possessed few, if anv, of those
qualities which endure, and is now in the dead past, because
the essential elements of existence were not its own.
In the progressive system of teaching writing, free, easy
muscular movement is the foundation. The poorest writing
under this plan is found in the lower grades. Among young
pupils this is reasonable, it is sane. No one should expect
children nor even adults, to produce a rapid well-formed writ-
ing, while developing free movement, and before it has been
mastered
.
Under the progressive plan, children are first taught the
position that will admit of perfect freedom of the muscles of
the arm ; they are taught that a set of muscles controlling the
liand arc attached to the shoulder, and that by resting upon
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the larger part of the fore-arm, just forward of the elbow,
they may secure enough freedom of movement to enable them
to make capitals of reasonable size, and to write long words
without lifting the pen from the paper. I will not here ex-
plain in detail the necessar}- steps in successfully teaching
children muscular movement, as applied to writing, but I
must say a few words in that direction. I believe that young
children are usually required to do too much writing, but that
is a matter that specialists and supervisors cannot regulate,
and we must accept conditions as we find them. In the
process of teaching children muscular movement, I would
recommend much practice with nothing in the hand, and I
should try to get the mind away from the fingers and hands.
Let the children drop the right arm at the side frequently,
and shake the hand to relieve muscular tension, then bring the
right arm above the desk, with a right turn at the elbow let
the arm drop on the desk. Under this plan we believe pupils
will acquire easy muscular action in a comparatively short
time. Let them watch the muscles near the elbow and see
how easy it is to move the wrist forward and backward with-
out sliding the sleeve, extending or contracting the fingers.
Penholders may be placed in the hands with the reversed end,
until the penholder can be easily carried in hand, while mus-
cular action is being developed. Gradually students may be
brought to a point where ink may be safely used, and easy
movement drills practiced. Such drills always being in the
direction of letters.
Movement development and form development will go hand
in hand. While the teachers of the lower grades cannot ex-
pect to see good finished writing under this plan the penman-
ship will grow better as pupils pass through the upper grades,
providing the plan is intelligently carried along with them as
they advance. The inevitable result of the progressive plan
is uniformly good business writing in the seventh, eighth and
ninth grades, and High School, when pupils have been fairly
faithful in doing their part.
Would it not be worth something to primary teachers, as
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well as those in the higher grades, to have the assurance that
their pupils had developed a style of writing that would l)e a
source of gratification to them all their lives ?
In concluding this my annual report, I wish especially to
commend the honest efforts of individual members of the
board of education in standing for what seems to me to be
right, namely, a broad and practical system of penmanship




Report of the Supervisor of Music.
J/;-. H. C. Morrison^ Sjiperlnteiideiit of ScJiools
:
Dear Sir— I cheerfully submit the annual report of the
condition of Music in our public schools.
A good healthy interest has been manifest in all grades
during the year past, and a higher standard in many ways has
been gained. Children learn Music readily and willingly
when shown its helpfulness in life.
The plan, with slight variations, has been followed as in
former years. A closer application to the study of the time
values of the various notes and rests, measuring the same with
the hand ; individual reading in many keys and proper atten-
tion to breathing have established a firm and secure founda-
tion in the lower grades, from which has been developed in
the higher, good, intelligent part singing of a high order.
We have children in our classes with very limited tone per-
ceptions, but fortunately not to a large extent ; and kind en-
couragement and help is extended freely in all cases where a
desire to learn is apparent and where, after practice on the
color of the tones by hearing, the improvement shown war-
rants the effort.
Much time is profitably employed on quality of tone and
the cultivation of the ear for the clear, smooth and never-to-
be-forgotten voice, in speaking as well as in singing. In
nearly all cases the same grades are doing the same work, in
some instances, even the same page from week to week.
Music in the public schools has passed the experimental
stage and is now on a practical working basis. Its usefulness
is more and more acknowledged in its uplifting, moral help-
fulness, not only to the individual but to the community at
large.
I wish to thank the teachers for the readiness with which
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they have accepted suggestions and put them in careful prac-
tice, and for hearty co-operation during the year past. To
the conscientious, ever-watchful teacher should be credited a
large share in the improvement shown in class work from day
to day, and withovit which no real advancement is made, no
satisfactory results obtained.
There is a better appreciation, as a whole, among our
pupils of the things it is necessary to know in order to become
correct and intelligent readers of music than has ever been
shown so early in the school year before. It will be my
pleasant duty to see no backward steps taken, but rather to
attain higher standards by all safe and reliable methods.
Thanking you for all courtesies extended me during the
past year and appreciating your hearty accord with all helps




Report of the Teacher of Sewing.
J/;-. H. C. ]\Iorrison^ Superintendent of Schools
:
Dear Sir—The classes in sewing number more than ever
before, and ahnost every week sees the advent of new pupils.
The greater part of the latter have never been taught sewing
in school or at home, so that often times those in the sixth
grade have to begin where the fourth grade pupils do. Gen-
erally, first must begin the getting rid of ignorant habits
which have been acquired through neglect. I find as a rule,
that ambition to do better is soon awakened, when the new-
comer sees the acceptance of the Sewing Lesson, not as some-
thing merely interpolated, but as a regular branch to which
cheerful attention is cordiallv paid.
At the exhibition held in the different buildings last June,
much creditable work was shown, drawing very many favor-
able comments on the perseverance of the pupils, from the
parents and friends who attended them.
I do not think it easy to estimate the value of this branch in
the schools, and the fruit it bears in after years. We know
that the greater per cent, of these girls would never receive
any personal attention in regard to it at home, while the am-
bition of the pupil is greatly increased by the mere fact of
working with so manv others.
Thanking you and the teachers for the uniform kindness
and consideration shown to me at all times, and hoping to
show good progress, especially in the fourth grade, at our
next exhibition, I am
Yours very truly,
HARRIET M. REMICK.
Report of the Supervisor of Drawing.
Alt'. H. C. ]\Iori'ison^ Superintendeiit of Schools
:
Dear Sir—In accordance with your request, I submit the
following report.
The work in drawing has been continued on the same plan
as last year with a few slight changes. Water colors have
been extended into the lower grades. Very young children
see color before they do form and we are teaching our chil-
dren to get form through color. After the perception of
color the child sees mass and for this reason we teach the
child to mass leaves and flowers in color or ink without any
outline drawing. Variety and beauty of line is the last appre-
ciated and so all our pose work in the first and second vears
is done with brush and ink, outline drawing of the pose be-
ing introduced in the third year.
Last June an interesting exhibition of pupils' work was held
in the different school buildings and the interest taken in it by
the parents and the public was gratifying.
The training school class meets every Tuesday after school,
and we are endeavoring to give the students instruction in
drawing, painting and methods of presenting the work to
classes, and also the underlying reason for the method.
Several grade teachers have joined the class.
It seems as if more attention should be given to strengthen-
ing the creative faculty. In connection with sketching from
objects and nature the child should put forth conscious effort
in original composition and design. It is here that our pupils
are weakest. The trend of art outside of school is in the
direction of the Arts and Crafts movement and in our work
we must bear this in mind.
A variety of subjects is necessary if we wish to present a
well-balanced course. Below the High School we spend
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from one hour unci a half to two hours a week on the work,
but not all this time should be spent in actual hand work.
Art education implies a training of appreciation in matters of
art. This does not result from drawing alone, but from the
study of the beautiful as seen in the art of ancient and modern
times. We cannot expect artistic taste as an immediate result
of our work, but it is a matter of growth. As the freshman
class in the High School has so little time to give to the study
of drawing, I am trying by a course of lectures to lead the
pupils to a desire for greater cultivation in the direction of
art both in the present and when they shall have left school.
The lectures will include talks on historic art, the Boston
Museum, Boston Public Library and home decoration. The
trustees of our Public Library have aided me in this work by
the purchase of several dollars worth of photographs and these
with the fine collection of Italian photographs which are al-
ready in the library will be very useful in our work.
Let us hope for a continuance of the work along lines which







With reference to the future, the prospect and plans I have
to submit this year, as in former years, deal chiefly with the
building problem. This year the question is a double one.
We have to deal, first, with the ordinary increase, and sec-
ondly with a larger and extraordinary increase due to the com-
ing of the paper industry.
The ordinary increase of the city's population in the few
years past has been considerable. The rehabilitation of the
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United States Navy Yard and the general prosperity of the
country has produced a change in the conditions at this point
which in themselves considered have amounted to a great
awakening. Apparently, we are still at the beginning of this
phase of the city's industrial and commercial rejuvenation, for
the approaching completion of the dry dock, the rapid growth
of the national naval forces and the removal of the only
obstacle to the convenient navigation of our harbor and stream
point unmistakably to both an industrial and a commercial
enlargement, independent of the larger industry at Freeman's
Point,
On the other hand we must expect, on present indications,
an influx of gver 3500 new residents next summer. Though
our information indicates that these will be largely unmarried
men without families, it is reasonable to expect that the fami-
lies included in the number, together with those who must
come to engage in the enlarged business of the community,
will bring many school children, in the aggregate to perhaps
two or three times our normal increase. I estimate that five
additional teachers and schools must be provided for,— the
number is likely to exceed that and it may fall below.
Whatever action is taken with reference to a nev\' High
School, the building, or any other new building, cannot be
completed in time for the beginning of the fall term. Other
temporary provision must be made.
The Franklin School can be remodelled by dividing each of
its two present large rooms, making four small rooms with a
capacity of about thirty to a room. This would give the
building a capacity of i 20, instead of its present 84. It would
be educationally desirable because it would allow four single-
grade schools, instead of the two present two-grade schools.
The upper story of the Peabody building on State Street
could be made to accommodate probably ^^o pupils, although
the light and sanitary conditions would be extremely bad and
the possibilitv of heating thoroughly would be very uncertain.
I name the use of this building as a possibility but do not rec-
ommend it.
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Aside from the three schools which might thus be provided,
the school department has only the third stories of the Far-
ragut and Whipple buildings in its immediate control. If
these are not utilized, the city must either assign some other
building to the school department or secure quarters in room
not belonging to the city.
The prospect points to a larger growth still in the three or
four years to come. It is always an uncertain business to
attempt to predict even the approximate growth of an-Amer-
ican town or city. But to be forewarned is to be forearmed.
Whether or not its expectations may be realized, the school
department must contemplate a possible enrollment of at least
3400 within the next three years. I submit herewith plans








Manning Street, . . .
Country schools,
Old High School (remodelled).
600
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have gradualed. In estimating the probable enroHment of the
six upper grades in the years to come, it must be borne in
mind that the incoming mill population will not be likely to
avail itself of High School privileges so generally as our pres-
ent population does. The tendency will be stronger to send
boys to work when they have reached the age limit of four-
teen years. Over against this must be set the hope that boys
who have been in the High School for a year or two before
reaching fourteen will have become inspired with a desire to
stay longer. Secondly, the present Grades TX-XIII have
shown no tendencv to increase this year and promise none for
next. There will not be much further growth in these upper
grades, until the large groups, which begin with about the
present fifth and sixth grades have flowed into and filled the
High School. The conclusion is that the average of the
upper six grades will not be likely to exceed lOO for at least
six years and probably several years longer.
Such influx as may come is likely to fall most heavily on
the lowest grades, for the reason that the permanent class of
operatives expected within the next two or three years is most
likely to be composed of young families. Older men with
older families are more likely to have established themselves
elsewhere.
The conclusion from all the data and experience gained since
the new High School building project was first broached, is that
a new building should be of sufficient size for immediate wants ;
that its capacity should be elastic enough to be capable of ac-
commodating temporarily from one to two hundred more than
the first seating capacity calls for ; that it should have sub-
stantial and serviceable modern High School appurtenances,
but should be of simple and economical design, architecturally
beautiful, but without the expensive ornamentation which
enters so largely into much High School construction ; that
its design should be such that additions could be built without
destroying the harmony of the whole; and, finally, that it
should not be so expensive as to seriously burden the city finan-
cially and prejudice the further proper growth of the school-
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house plant or other public works. In connection with the
last, the experience of many other miuaicipalities in erecting
enormous and costly High School buildings and citv halls and
thus hampering the conditions of future municipal growth,
ought to be taken very seriously as a profitable warning. In
my judgment, two High .Schools, each accommodating not
more than six hundred pupils, would be much better, educa-
tionally, say twenty years hence, than one to accommodate
double the number.
In referring to the remodelled old High School as a part of
the elementary schoolhouse equipment, I do not recommend
its use for that purpose. Its lack of playground, inevitably
poorlv-lighted rooms, two of the features which make it un-
desirable as a High School, would make it still less desirable
as a lower school. It is however, the center of what is likely
to become a large school constituencv, and it could be remod-
elled into a decent eight-room grammar and primary school-
house.
I respectfully submit to the Board that not only ought final
steps to be immediately taken looking toward the erection of
the new High School, but the future ought to be studied and
a policy outlined, subject to revision and correction year by
year, looking toward the construction of future elementary
schoolhouses. If Portsmouth is on the eve of a great awak-
ening and expansion of business and population, the years of
growth will assuredly bring to the city this yearly problem of
new schoolhouses, the problem witli which nearly all the
growing and thriving sister cities in New England, to the
west of us, have long been familiar. Great and permanent
harm can be done by hap-hazard building ; equally great and
permanent satisfaction is bound to come from a plan carefully







GENERAL STATISTICS FOR SCHOOL YEAR
190 1 -1902.
Number of children between the ages of five and six
teen in the city May i according to census,
Boys,
Girls, ........
Whole number of pupils registered during the year
Number who attended at least two weeks,
Boys, ........
Girls,
Number between the ages of five and sixteen who at-
tended public schools at least two weeks,
Number older than sixteen, ....
Number younger than five, ....
Average number belonging, ....
Whole number of non-resident pupils registered,
Average daily attendance, ....
Average daily absence, ....
Percentage of daily attendance.
Number of pupils not absent nor tardy,
Number of tardinesses, ....
Length of school year in weeks,
Number of visits by Superintendent,
Number of visits by Committee,
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REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
APRIL, 1902.
To the Board of Instrziction :
Gentlemen—Your committee appointed to make estimates
of the monevs required for the conduct of the school depart-
ment for the year 1903 offer hereby their report.
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE.






















$38,362 81 $37,192 29
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Estimated expenditure, 1902, . $38,362 Si
ESTIMATED RESOURCES.
Balance from last year,
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The committee can see no good reason why non-resident
pupils should be given tuition at less than its cost, and they
therefore recommend that, for the year beginning September,
1903, the charge for tuition be $47 in the High School and
$30 in the lower schools. They further recommend that the
tuition charges be collected in advance each term in the fol-
lowing manner : for the High vSchool, $17 at the beginning
of the fall term and $15 at the beginning of each of the other
terms; for the elementary schools, $10 at the beginning of
each term.
In estimating the income for the year from the source of
tuition payments, it is evidently impossible to predict with
accuracy the sum to be realized during the fall term at the
advanced rates recommended. On the old rates and on the
basis of an enrollment of non-residents equal to that of the
current school year, the income would be about $700. Sev-
eral untried factors must be accounted for in the estimates for
another year. First, the towns of York, Me., and North
Hampton, N. H., propose to undertake High School work
for themselves. Secondly, it may be fairly assumed that the
increase in the amount of tuition charges asked would be met
by a decreased attendance from Maine towns and of lov^er
school pupils from both Maine and New Hampshire towns,
cases in which the burden of paying the same falls upon the
parent and not upon the town. On the other hand, in the
opinion of your committee, the probable extension of the elec-
tric railway service in this vicinity before the beginning of
another year and the natural extension of the popular appre-
ciation of the advantages of Portsmouth schools would tend
to increase the non-resident attendance. Therefore, the com-
mittee believes that $950 is a safe estimate for tuition income
for the fall ferm of 1902 under such advanced charges as it
recommends.
The estimated appropriation needed is $33,9 19 •93- ft will
be observed that with a total expenditure over $1,000 greater
than last year, the appropriation required on the basis of the
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same work as last year is actually less than the last appro-
priation.
The following repairs to schoolhouses are recommended :
I. ESSENTIAL AND INDISPENSABLE.
I . Two additional rooms at the vSpalding School—either
this or rent.
3. Grading of yard at Cabot Street School.
3. Sidewalk at Spalding.
4. 400 square feet of blackboard for High School.
5. 75 sets of new furniture for High, Whipple and Spald-
ing.
6. 48 sets of adjustable irons for Farragut.
7. General cleaning, whitewashing and renovating.
8. General minor repairs to plumbing, heating apparatus,
etc.
9. Thoi^ough inspection bv a competent engineer of the
structural strength of the Farragut, Franklin and Whipple
buildings and such action as may be found necessary.
II. ESSENTIAL BUT NOT IMMEDIATELY INDISPENSABLE.
I. New furnaces at Farragut, Wliipple and Haven, be-
ginning with Farragut.
3. Rolling partition at High.
3. 300 square feet of blackboard for Plains.
4. 300 square feet of blackboard for Manning.
All the above-named recommendations are made on the
basis of the present enrollment in the public schools and such
normal increase as the experience of recent years has made
probable. No account has been taken of a possible extraor-
tlinary increase from the influx of permanent residents due to
the establishment of new industries. It is not expected that
such an increase will be seriouslv felt during the present fiscal
year.
SALARIES OF TEACHERS.
In preparing estimates of the moneys required for the con-
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duct of this department, this committee is brought face to face
with the problem of maintaining an efficient teaching force.
The Board of Instruction has long known the readiness with
which other towns and cities have induced some of our best
teachers to leave Portsmouth and the impossibility of securing
from abroad the best teachers for the lower grades. We have
canvassed the situation and find that the salaries paid Ports-
mouth teachers in the kindergartens and Grades I-IX are lower
by nearly one-third than those paid in cities with which we
are most naturally in competition. In thirty-four New Eng-
land towns and cities in which about the same conditions pre-
vail as in Portsmouth, the maximum salaries of lower school
teachers range from $330 to $Soo, the average being $525.
In this list of thirty -four, Portsmouth stands No. 31. In the
neighboring cities in eastern Massachusetts, not counting Bos-
ton and very wealthy places like Brooklinc, the prevailing
maximum is $600.
In commenting with emphasis upon the salaries of grade
teachers, we do not forget that salaries adequate to secure and
retain the services of other efficient teachers are as essential
as these are ; but we wish to point out that the salaries of
grade teachers are proportionately lower than those of other
teachers and that the inischief done is more extensive.
In order to remedy this defect in the work of the school
department, we deem it wise that the schedule of salaries in
the kindergartens and Grades I-IX, inclusive, should be fixed
at $300 for the first year's service of inexperienced teachers,
the same to be increased for satisfactory service by yearly in-
crements of $^0 until the maximum of $^^0 is reached. We
deem it best that this change should be brought about grad-
ually rather than by a sudden strain upon the city's resources,
and to that end propose that at the end of the present school
year the salaries of all re-elected teachers now receiving the
$4^0 maximum be increased to $500, the same to be further
increased to the new maximum of $550 after the expiration of
another year of service ; and that the salaries of all teachers
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not now receiving the maximum be placed upon the schedule
of $so annual increments at the next completion of a year's
service, providing that this proposition shall not be construed
to mean that such salaries shall be advanced beyond the max-
imum of $550.
The carrying out of this policy would entail results which
would appear not only in the present fiscal year but for sev-
eral years to come. The effects of such an increase have been
investigated and it appears that under the plan proposed by
the committee it would take about three years to establish the
department on the new basis. During the present year, only
$455 additional would be required; next year, 1903, about
$1150, and in 1904 about $875 additional would be needed.
After that the annual increase would fluctuate from zero or
less to $=^00 or thereabout, according as the number of young-
teachers elected should be greater or less. But it should be
noted that if present thoroughly reliable indications shall be
realized, the additional income from tuitions after the begin-
ning of the winter term of 1903 will more than counterbalance
all additional salaries, so that it may be fairly expected that
the $45 S asked for this year will be the only appropriation to
be asked for, for this purpose.
We therefore recommend that in addition to the sum hith-
erto asked, the city government be asked to make a further
appropriation of $4SSi the same to be applied specifically to
increasing the salaries of grade teachers.
CHARLES E. HODGDON,
)
LUCIUS H. THAYER, [ Committee.
GEORGE w. McCarthy, )
Appendix C.
CHANGES IN THE TEACHING FORCE.
RESIGNATIONS.
Kenneth Beal, High, Taking effect in June
Marion Locke, High, Taking effect in June
May F. Dickerson, Farragut, Taking effect in June
Elva A. Fellows, Farragut, Taking effect in September
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APPOINTMENTS.
Josie R. Rand, Lafayette, Com'nciiig duty in January
Minnie S. Bosworth, Drawing, Com'ncing duty in January
J. Henrietta Stenzel, High, Com'ncing duty in September
Mary Percival, High, Com'ncing duty in September
Dorothy M. Coleman, Farragut, Com'ncing duty in September
A. Ruth Shapley, Farragut, Com'ncing duty in September
Alice J. Newton, Whipple, Com'ncing duty in September
Bertha J. Beyer, Whipple, Com'ncing duty in September
Lizzie M. Ferrin, Spalding, Com'ncing duty in September
Frances M. Tredick, Farragut, Com'ncing duty in September
TRANSFER.
Blanche M. Winn, Lafayette to Farragut, January
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
Ellen A. Newton, Whipple, September to June
Nellie F. Pierce,* Farragut, May and June
ADMITTED TO TRAINING SCHOOL.
Hattie Mitchell,! .... February
Beatrice Berry, .... September
Elvira I. Goldsmith, .... September




Lucie P. Pray, .... September
Effie B.Wright, .... September
Eugene M. Weeks, Substitute,
t Resigned.
Appendix D.
LIST OF TEACHERS, JANUARY, 1903.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Allen H. Knapp, 90 Union Street.
Wesley A. O'Leary, 41 Lincoln Avenue.























































































































Annie L. Lamprey, Woodbury Avenue.
PLAINS SCHOOL.
Viena S. Stimson, Kittery, Maine.
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LAFAYETTE SCHOOI-.
Josie R. Rand, Lafayette Road.
PENMANSHIP,
John S. Montgomery, lo Cabot Street.
MUSIC.
George D. Whittier, 28 Austin Street.
DKAWING.
Minnie S. Bosworth, 34 Hanover .Street.
SEWING.
Harriet M. Remick, 59 l^nion Street.
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